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COMPLETE COVERAGE EVElii WEEK
ILL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS .

PINE BLUFF READY FOR RECORD CROWD f
"JULY 4TH WITH RADIO ARTISTS

Murray, Kentucky; Thursda Afternoon June 19,1941

Large Group Attends Baptist Vacation Bible School

Vol. L'i.1No.23

-

'MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY
MOURN DEATH OF JOE GRAVES BAKER

Steele Brothers Plan Rainfall in Purchase
Full Day of Fun
And Entertainment__ Insufficient to Offset
vere Deought

Popular Murrayan,
43, Succumbs Friday
Afternoon

Buried Saturday

Plana are now completed and'the
-stage all set for the finest July 4th
Rainfall over most Of the 'state
rig the past week was frequent
celebration ewer attemptedZoe Graves Bake. Sk., 'tine
Steele.brothers, Cullie and Lowell, and more than adequate for the
Murray's most popular and. infigo_ --further- 'growth of all crops. Howet- Pine Bluff. - "Goober and
eptial citizens. died Friday afterever, rainfall in the Purchase was
Band" from WHOP, Hopkinsville:
t
noon. June 13, at the Mason hos'form-_
insufficient' AO. 'MIMS -the long
"Slim Smith ind His Band",
pital_ Mr_ Baker has been- in failerty -from WSM.
Tenn.;
ing health for the past several
Tobacco planting is practically
the widely known "Ozark Range
years but did not become criticalRiders" of WPAD. Paducah:' Inez finished. Stands are good on the
ly ill until about a week prior to
Provo Fitch, vocalist of the Fitch- whole, except in the dier areas of
his death.
Provo Shows and the "Arend Sis- this district. In moist districts
Through his life time. Mr. Baker
ters," famous trio and the only all growth has been rapid. In the
counted his friends by his ac- '
girl band in WesleKentucky will be western sections transplanting has
quaintances and there are thoupresent in person to make the en- been delayed by the small size of
sands of them who join the famtire day one of merry music and the Plants.
ily in mourning his death.
Field tomatoes have grown rapfun for the crowd. Bob Miller of
He was prominent and influent.
Hazel, well-knowfi for his mastery idly and are setting fruit. The first
of
cutting
clover has been comtial in business and in civic at.
of the "mike". has been secured by
pleted.
Cuttings
'are
mostly short.
fairs of the city and county. He
Steele Brothers as master of cerewas local agent for Guly Refining
monies for the day's program. A Pastures have improved rapidly
except
our
in
western
section.
which, position he had held
Co.,
Mato/lass public address system
for hiany years. Ke eras the sort.
five-TeSeakers will be placed .
of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Bakel_tieon the grounds to enable every
ceased_ His lather was-a prominent
__person present to bear music_ity MURIZAY
epioneer businessman of Murray
these radio artiste.
.
•
and for many years was associated
Bluff, the mecca of Calks:
JOE GRAVES BAKER SR.
with 'the firm of Baker & Glasgow,
way County. IS-Iocated some- 12
hardware dealers, who operated a
miles'east of Murray on the banks
business on the east side of tho
of the Tennessee River and is ac.
court square.
ceSsible by I good gravel highMr. Baker was a member of the
way. Huge trees furnish ample
City Council and active in all civshade for the- eagles tastream of
ic work. ,He was a-•member of
amusement-seeking persons who
the -Murray Lions. Club.
wind their way frequently to this
- natural spot of beauty. Lowell
He leaves his widow, two sons,
__Steele stated this morning that adJOe GraVitirle.. and Charles Mason:
r•
ditional parking area has been proone daughter, Martha- Jean Baker:
Emus Beale,'Secretary 'di the
vided, and Rlacing of the cars will
five sisters. Mrs. Cecil Batsil of
Chamber Of Commerce. announced -The above group includes stube handled by experienced tr
Camden. N. J.. Mrs. A. P. Ford
; land7atie Wag .aessated by Wilk dhef•Trepartment-Miss Rum- Junior Deier
today
that
.)r,.-Ant.
the
board
of
:pirecjg
AtnanqUi
teachers-and -leadens-ot•th•-t--Je,.es M...-Orayes--Siettct-treteet
-11eaduaah.-kfra--K.---117..--kienteMSo "Oh_111SL Essulb yilich will
Ruth Cathey and Miss White. Mrs. Eugene Tairy, Mrs.
able one to leave the grounds orThe Toeil—c-Eauzi&T would meet First Baptist Church
thorne. Miss Louise Baker and
Vacation secretary with Mr. and Mrs. Ves'frith Mr. Moers, owner Ind opera- Bible School just recently cornMiliaria,
when they so dlr.
Primary
Department
- Carlos Outland.
Mrs. Roy Walton all of Live 0106
ter Orr directing the music. Those
.
In an effort to secure the best tor of a hosiery mill in Nashville, pleted.. Dr. Sam P. Martin. pas- assisting in the various depart.. Miss Mildred Beale, Mrs. Hunter
Fla.
Editor's Note:, Any parent debarbecue possible, Will Hutchins. 'Fenn.. Thursday night at the reg- tor of the church. stated 179 at- I ments were. Immediate DepartAlthough
The.durray
firi
Methodist
Love,
summer
Chukdt
Mrs.
Alion
school
enrollBarnett,
siring
Wit
a
Paper
with
ular
this
picture
meeting
relative
to Mr. Moers' tended the school. The .dtrector ment-Mrs.
veteran- of the barbecue pit, will
Alvis Outland. Mrs. Mary Lou Outland. Miss. Martha please fell Ledger & Times before ment today at Murray State Col- was ' ed to overflowing Saturday
--personalty handle and supervise alt- locating a hosiery mill here in of the school was Miss Lois Out, Vester Orr and Miss McCoy;
lege was 9.8 per cent „lower than afternoon for .the funeral service*
Charldll. Mrs. Peter .Hepner: Friday noon.
•
Murray.
meents for the oCcasion. In addithat
of
a
year
ago,
which
President
conducted
were
Rev.
J.
by
James
Mr. Beale stated that Mr. Moers
•- w
tion. ad kinds of loft said drinks.
H.
Richmond
said
the
ack
and
Jenkins
,Rev.
LasesEddie
registration
• -"Candies -and etc./ Will be available was interested in establishing a
was "entirely satisfactory"
tier. Burial was in the Murray mill here' but that the details
at all times during the clay.
A total of 489 registered
Commiglioner
moge cemetery.
,-. For those persons who crave ac- would not be disclosed until after
bearers at the services
Pall
college proper as compared.
tion. boating and motor _boat races the meeting Thursday night.
516 who entered on the first day were, honorary, ,dealers and busiThe menjbers of the local chamwil intersperse the. musical proNo
"three
more
payments
arul
ness
last
year.
associates
of Gulf Refining
gram of the day.' Horse shoe and ber who will confer with Mr ibc
is ours"
the family of
Dr. Richmond explainyd that he Co active. Finis Outland, Beale
B. little SarahPab
r pitching grid Various other Moors are Luther Robertson,
Inakerson. newly
Jane W
had anticipated a tieCrease of at Outland. Buell Stroud, Charlie GroCs will he tiltryedibon the Crouch, Frank Albert Stubblefield, wiv.d sea and • there garter
Wrdiarn H May;-commissioner
least ten per cent, due to the fact gan. Frank Holcomb and Dan Hart,
Watt: 1L-7-C".
-Autrey
ounds. .
pound
verfeulture,
girl,
of
who
Interview
in an
is now residing
thst assay students have sampted
With no Offillarieiii;gourth Farmer,' Wells Overby. Preston with her newly elected parents the
iiiiih a representative of this
Construction of the new $125,000
The big Annual Calloway County pavilions rn defense and related inof July event scheduled in this sec- Ordway, Foreman Graham. and Alston Wilkerson&
piper
issued
Monday
the
folLittle
Sareha
-fine
arts
building
on the camgus
Elmus Beale. secretary
Singing *ill start Sunday, morning dustries.
tion of West Kentucky. the sponlowing statement:
Jane was paid for in, dimes; her of Murray State College will comat 10 o'clock at the College audiOnly one change was announced
sors of the Pine Bluff celebration
parents paid, fur her with $25 in mence about June 25. President
"Having followed your paper
torium with some of _the outstand- in the college faculty: Dr. James
ire sparing no time, effort or exnice thin dimes on arrival.
James H Richmond was informed Tor the past few weeks particuing
singers of the district sched- L. Gabbard of the University of
-. ptuse in presenting the best proin a letter received here from. uarly I wish to congratulate you
Kentucky will teach in the science
uled to be present.
!Tam in the history of Pine BOX
Brasher L. Cates. Madisonville, on the comprehensive manner
department in the.kplace of Prof.
Huge
crowds
have
always
at"We are going to give to the
in
which
meeting
you
are
the
district manager of the
Worka
tended this event and, according to Walter Blackburn, who is away on
people who visit this festival the
Project Administration in Ken- problems of your county. It is
those in charge of the annual af- a leave of absence to do work on
best entretainment possible and
evident that you are cognizant
tucky
fair, a larger crowd than ever is his Ph D. degree.
will endeavor to provide* a day's
Dr. Sam P. Martin. pastor First
of the local, state and national
"This is to Inform you that we
Classes began Tuesday and will Baptilit Church of Murray. issued
expected for this meeting.
enjoyable from 'daylight to dusk."
need for constructive effort and
have made arrangements to begin
The City lloard of Edecation. at
meet six days pErsx•eek during the the following statement
The
- were - the concluding remarks of a call meeting tialay.. unanimously
Vaughan
cooperation
quartet, who is
today conin the' crisis- et
operations on the above referenced
making appearances in and around 10-weeks session.
Cultic and Lowell Steele.
cerning the rumor that Charles A.
hand. Calloway stands in a way
project about June 25". Mr. Cates
elected Mrs. Joe Baker to the board
Murray will play a prominent part
Wells was arrested for un-Ameriof education. to fin out the unexwrote Dr. Richmond. "I • am*giv: at a 'cross roads'. Your main
la the festivities for the occasion.
can activities and labeled the
ing you this information in ad- crOP. which has been tobacco
pired term of. her late husband
Louisville, June 18 -Any mother vanee in
The public is cordially inetted tq
rumor as false:
.
Mrs Baker made an efficient
order-that you may make can no longer be considered as
worried
about
he
son's
health
in
all sufficient-, You:are, however, come and spend the day in some
"Rumors have been afloat here in
arrangements- to secure ypur truck
president pf the., Parent-Teachem
Army
the
need
only
take
a
look
at
real
old
fashioned
fun.
particularly well adapted to a
•
Murray concerning Charles A.
Association during the school year
and block machine which will be
statistics
to
make
her
_better,
feel
diversified
program
farm
inWells, noted. world traveler and
of 1939-1940
the first . pieces of equiranent
• r_._
cluding dairying and will from
The board was influenced in its' according to doctqrs at Camp Shel- needed to begin operations on this
lecturer, who recently concluded'
_
Funeral and burial services for
all indications not only replace
- *decision by, the efficient way in by. Miss.
engagement here in Murray
an
rproject".
Mrs. Bertha Rogers, 60, who died
tobaecci-revenuesauspices of the
1-Which Mrs Baker worked with , During the week ending May si
the
under
Murray's
hoard
regards
of
on
.
from a heart attack at her home
only 388 out of 48:397 -soldiers in
- the P-TA, as an honor to her
but will add even a venter
Baptist Church and Murray State
*
re- Comp Shelby were sent to the hos- „April 10 sold 140.000 worth of
one mile north of Penny at 4:30
Murray's softball season
will cently deceased
wealth in rural income through
College.
Perhaps
no
has
man
bonds
so
husband
to
Bros.
Boyce.
Stein
de
and
by
,
pital. This averaged only eightp. m.. Thursday, June 12. were held
• open tonight at 5 o'clock at the the
Hillman
Lyons'
diversification.
stickers
heavy
request of a number of 'the tenths of one
at West Fork Saturday afternoon stirred and benefitted the people
per cent of the tow* Louisville, forii the construction of
Murray High School .ftl.adium when women of
"It
is
of
gratifaring
Pine
blasted
sec
Bluff
the
to
out
a
9-4
the city.
of ...alt ages and creeds and the
the building as a WPA project.
enrollment.
the Murray Redbirds Will clash
victory over the Birds Creek out-' at 3 o'clock. with the peva. j. H. man on ..the streets as did Charles
pattern your pap("-is ratow•
"According to these figures," com- The unit will be constructed north
with the local NYA club. Coach
ing A pattern that could well -fit at Pine Bluff Sunclay afternonn. Thurman and Lloyd Wilson -in Wells, who is one of the very best
RIGGS TO PREACH
of
the
college
auditorium.
-G.
mented Col Thomas L. Ferenbaugh,
Ty Holland, acting manager, said
Smothermart, on the mound for charge.
• be followed by the rural press
posted- men in our country on
camp surgeon. "the chances are Tandy Smith. Paducah, has beEn
this _morning that Jnhn Trotter.
of America. Calloway is indeed
the 'ElluiTers„ was- in rdre form • Mrs. Rogers. who had a wide World conditions.
Harvel W„, Riggs, former minis- better than 100 to I that
retained
as
architect.
he doesn't
Dub Russell, Ray Waggoner. Paul ter -of 'Murray
circle
fortunate
of
friends
in
was
haying
and
and
never
who was. a
in danger throughthe pro"We shall ever remember him
The bonds are ip be retieed out
Church of
Buchanan, Heron West and other will preach at Friendship Christ, get sick."
gressive cooperation your good
out the game. Geurin was behind belovedcharacter of the Penny as the very able exponent of
Sunday
The fine hospital showing Was of additional fees charged student*
local diamondeers will . form the morning and at
community,
newspaper
affording."
the
plate
is
for
had
the
been
Lyensmen.
in
health
Barr,
WORLD NEED and CHRIST in
Coldwater in the attributed by Colonel Ferenbaugh using the facilities of the new
lineup frit the Redbirds.
and Cook formed the, .battery for tor about three years.
afternoon.
which he in the most masterly
The bonds are secured
to general camp conditions, the ex- building
"We will eticleavor tp have at
EDITOR'S
NOTE:
the
Creekers.
manner
tiy
word
a
first
by
and picture
lien
on
the
revegross
Mrs.
is
'Rogers
survived
by her
perience of, the health personnel
least one game a week in Murray
Thank you, Mr.'Mayl We are
The Bluff team will journed to husband, four sons, Rev. Fleet- strengthened the faith and- heart
James Rudy Ailbritten left today and the cooperation that has been nue derived from the operation of
if the fans show their desire to to accept a
grateful
to you for your kind
Cadiz Sunday to tackle the -top- wood Rogers of Stewart County. life of all persons who-heard him.
government poiltion received from civilian groups in the the beading. They were issued
'
-bark g
- at s move here." _Mr. Hol- in Porto Rico.
words.
notch aggregation of Cadiz. A -Tenn, Rex Rogers of Paducah, sal made an impression on
We are not seeking
under provisions of chapter 72
Camp.11Tell.
- land
id. "We will book games
laurel
wreaths
bus
or
will lepve the Bluff ferry at
words
of
of the act of the General Assembly
•
•
Kelley Rogers Of Lexington mak life- of the people of this fair city
with nearby clubs of good repute.
praise for just doing our duty
o'clock noon, to transport -the play- Pat who is stationed at Camp Shel- of all aoss..that will never be for- •
of Kentucky. 1934
-However. if' auffibient interest is
but they are most welcome none- ers and fans.
Stollen.
Prof. Price Doyle is head of the
by, Tenn.; two daughters, Mrs.
shown We will ,term a Murray,.
thelest. We believe the pros,wps • reported that he had
fine arts department. which InMable Reibert of East St. LOUIS
perity of our newspaper it very
league for entertainment during
cludes music, art, and dramatics.
Miss- Lula Clayton Beale is visit- and Maurine Stubblefield: two been arrested and imprisoned for
closer.)
the 'bet. 'rummer months.
,
aligned
with
the
Any
prosing Miss Esther Elam in Nashville brothers and one sister and six un-American practices and fqr it.
In answer to Mr. Cates' letter.
perity of -'rural Calloway. Our
player 'wishing to join the local
ceiving money from the • Xlerinitt
this week.
President Richmond replied: "I
grandchildren.
. •
urban
business
is
definitely
league --14--rlshw4F
conlate, -ble
RIJN Li iiinent.
want to arirricrsotedge your letter
tingent
at Wafftrialate". .
upon
the
prosperits
of
"A wire was received by the
June
14.
It goes without saying'
' - •
our rural neighbors.
The initial clash tonight. 4411 Ste
writer of this note this morning
that we are very happy that the
gin promptly at 8 o'clock. -M.
-idannouncing that rumors cOncernsituation has so shaped itself that
- mission charge ot-k wiU be made
we may expect to start whit Charles -A. Wells were faish.
. • _ •
at the woo • •
--our fine arts building within the
This will be good news to all
The -future di softball in Murray
liberty Ind truth loving people not
net twoWeeks",
will depend upon the response to
only here in Murray but throughtonight's game, and if Murray fans
out the world.
are seeking entertainment during
"This community can never forthe' summer evenings they should
get the mighty work of this gffted
make it known by attending the
Christian gentleman as he In word
game tonight, officials said. _
and picture emphasized the place
At a meeting last Saturday afterand power ,of the Crow of Christ
noon at the court house at 2
in BUILDING A BETTER WORLD.
At the regular 'Matting-Tuesday
o'clock, Pat A. Miller,-hical TVA
"Sam P. Martin"
630
night
Hotel
National
in
at
the
clearance supervisor, and C. 0.
Bondurant, associate eounti agent club room the Lions Club elected
in charge of relocation and adjust- the following officers for the year
CI
ment in the Kentucky Dam area, 1941-42.
spoke to the -assembled group on
S. A. Ruskjer, president: W. Z.
Charles Farmer, student of the
the advantages of reinvesting the Carter, first vice-president: Charlie
Chicago Conservatory of Music
money obtained from the sale of Hire, iletond vice-president; M.
and the son of Mr and Mrs.
G. Forester, third vice-president:
their farms in farm lands.
C. V Farmer, North Tenth Street,
Mr. Miller advised that there Harold C. . Curry. secretary-treas.'
East. Pine Bluff, just across the
is spending his week'
i vacation bewere 144...workers now employed uret; Dewey Ragsdale. Lion Tamer;
Tennee River from Pine Bluff
tween semesters here with his
Pictured With the twenty-six
Photo by Dorothy Holland). as-reservna clearance Workers- at Brysin Tolley, tail twister: direrFerry and in. Stewart
Counry.
parents. Charles is a graduate of Callowiy youths are: Center, from
the two acre tomato project being 94.00 per day for a 5-day week. He tbfs, Joe Berry, Boyd Gilbert. VesTenn "is planning a gala event for
Mnrray State College and Is
right to left-Ivan Jett, director of worked by the. Future Fernery of suggested that these men, a greater ter A. Orr, gtev. Chas. Thompson.
the Fourth of. Jule it was reported
f.irrner direct4 df music at Mur.Markating (partly hidden), W. G. America. Tile youths in the pic- part from farms, culd invest their These new officers dill be inducted
here tia morning.
ray High School.
in office next meeting night.
Harris.
Th feature attraction of the day
Charle,s, who .iii.studying piano culture, assistant director of Agri- ture are: John B. Cavitt, Charles money in bulls:Wag up the soil and
William
H.
May,
appearance
commitof
the
farms.
Four
members received 100 per
Coffield Vouce, Junior Harand early evening will. be a barn
under Allen Spencer, dean of the
stoner of Agriculture, and W. H. gis. Fred Atkins. H. W. Wiltqn, Otis
Mr.
Bondurant
itiggested
membership
cent
that
buttons.
Bryan
dance with one of the most popCh4cago Conservatory, last week Brooks,
local
ular string bands of•this area fernWas heard in his master. recital. ture Farmers director of the Fu- Cahoon. Buron Richardson, Cortez father use be made of the exten- Tolley, Harold Curry„cherlie Hire,
of Americk. The Byers, Randolph Story. John Nee- sion service for education and pre- and Boyd Gilbert.
,
DR.
ARTHUR
FOX
inshing the music
PAUL
FOi.
Selections included in his recital Commissioner, with his
A publiccaddress system will be
One of tSe interesting highlights
were Fantasy and Fugue, d minor, and director of Marketing.assistant my. Manuel Vincent, James Thomp- sented in a thorough manner the
Dr.. Arthur Fox and Paul Fox, and interest is mounting Dr. Fox used on tile grounds and cold
CompliBach: Sonata R (Op. 81a), Bee- mented the project highly, and Di- son, Clifford Jones, Dicky Wilcox. many services available from Mt! of the meeting was campaign cards
organization.
The
State
Director
assured the
distritruted by friends of Charlie unusual team of father and son has ipent many years in both pul- drinks and all kinds barbecue
thoven;
Intermezzo “Ow
Major, rector Jett assuredSalloway Coun- youths, after inverting the
Ray B. Brownfield .assistant Hire. Dr. Clarence Landham. head edarrgelists. are well underway in pit and evangelist Wcirk and is
project.
sandwiches will be served.
Brahms: Gnomereigen, Liszt: Etude tl farmers full cooperation in sethat
any
cooperalloft
countyhis
agent,
office
gave
or
a
short
talk
to
of TVA health department. who a soul stirring revival at the First thorough student of ttie Bible. Paul
Watch this newspaper for news
F. minor, Chopin and Gardens in curing markets for tomato crops.
his °theist' family . could render open the meeting and introduced recently came to Murray, was a Baptist Church in Murray.- Large. Fori—ie leading the singing
and stories an dadvertisements of; this-The Rain. by Debussy.
The picture has is "Ita background wotild be available at all times.
the two principal'ipeakers.
crowds are greeting. every sermon working with1he young people.
visitor.
event
t
- a•.
-•
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LMI L OWtiBt

469 ENROLLED FOR
SUMMER CLASSES-,
AT MURRAY STATE-

Nashvi110,Mill- Owner
To Attend Meeting
Here Tonight-_

Registration Is 9.8Per
That Of A Year Ago

Baby Paid For
In Thin Dimes

CONSTRUCTION OF --Kity BIG SINGING AT
Calloway's
FINE ARTS UNIT • Praises
Diversification Plan COLLEGE HALL
TO START AT
SUNDAY

oNcr

F.

Mrs. Joe Baker
-Elected To Fill
Husband's Term

WELLS' ARREST
RUMOR DECLARED
AS FAISE

KENTUCKY BOYS FIND CAMP IS
HEALTHY PLACE

Beloved Mai'ón
Is Buried Saturday

Redbirds, NYA
Softball Teams to
Clash Tonight
.

.t

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENIESTRY

'

Pine Bluff Defeats
Birds Creek Nine,9-4

-

11.

State 011ieials.Visit Murray,

*

to

.4,

r

,Fox and Fox-Lead Baptist Revival

:13ondtirant, Miller --Address
1.0ea1-•

RUSKJER NAMED
AS LION PRESIDENT
TUESDAY NIGHT

Charles Farmer Is
card in Master
wago
at

East Pine Bluff to
Have Fourth of July
Celebration
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BY ARNOLD

FACTS

THE LEDGER & TIMES

•

•

_ "Keneuck-y•-a-areatest Weeklirlieti•spaper"
Murray_Ledeer, The Calloway Times and
• . einsolidation - .2114
' iTimes-Herald,

SNAKES/
THE DEATN TOLL FROM
SNAKES IN INDIA EXCEEDS
20,000 EACH YEAR, LARGELY
BECAUSE TNE NATIVES
BAREFOOTED

October 20, 1928

JAMES THOMAS. Editor
The Model Star

FOOD PROTECTION

Local Merchant Enjoys
Work Md- His Daily
• !.

-

The most Important necessity 'for
_
J. E.Littleton was remetiMerieg
livelihood is food. With.all the In=”
another war in discussing the
•formation we receive concerning
peeeent calling of boys to the cell- 7*the relationship between nutrition
ors. for as a youth when having
and health is is very important for
Ptibli*seti Every Thursday Noon at 2
finished his first .year the UniNorth Fourth St.. Murray.
us to consider the protection of
_
versity of Tennessee at . Knoxour food. If you _row vont_ewn
-r/RLERREE-RE-tbe--Pest Office, illurray;'-/tentuegy. , • 1. •'at- • a
ville-he was milled-to-1de emitetrY4
you
very cared to ,sat that defensm•
'Ile remembers well his
--ffeounicieseeMmitie--•---------- 7 It is propgrly taken care ot.
- days spent in the training-camp at
_
Do
you
buy your food from the Columbia, S. C., and many experitatEtaititt
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Tobacco Head Discusses Crop DiversificatiorLI Farmers May Grow
Castor Beans in
some other way. We can hardly Defense Program
expect the government to keep

CREAM FIGURES "ALFALFA CROP IS GOOD
IN OUR NATIONAL
DEFENSE PROGRAM.

Alfalfa established two .years
made a uniform growth of 30 inches
in Bath County, despite the driest
spring in years, says Joe R. Thompson, -the-county farm .agent . The
application of limestone, superphosphate and manure brought an
outstanding crop on the farm of
William Fox near Salt Lick. Sweet
clover was the only other hay crop
to do well this spring. Thompson
said. CInvers were hard hit by the
drouth.

Warning To All
Bird Dog Owners!.
•‘

The Coope
. n;tive Group meeting
-The law requires that all bird
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Frankfort_ MondaY,
dClita-ba Dig of) onta-AmPod 15tte•
'0
Me, U ess
a. nt, with- Ivan Jett,
of
The birds are neldnif now ond
come one Of the important concan and will fit into, a well
Marketing -for the statr c Kentuc- balsusig4. plan of diversifieglierm:: we can either regain our market
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Here's How Pasture
Grows on Good Land

DEWEY D., CRASS
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Friends

For several weeks I have been making a good will
tour and an appreciative campaign through our county,
visiting with you and trying to express to yott
elation for the confidence you placed
me four year,
ago when you elected me your Cotinty Tax Commissioner.
When I asked you to elect me for years ago I prom-,
ised yoilthat rwoufd give youlhe best service that it was
possible for me to render. I have done. that. First I had
to acquaint myself with the differeat sections of.the
ty, which'can be done best by taking the Utz list, which I
have done. I think I have visited every farm home in Calloway County.
It is important that the Tax Commissioner acquaint
himself. with the property iuid living condition% of the
people SO that he may be able to represent,
eVery tax-payer.
_
I can NOW promise you more efficjent service than
I have been able to render. Thrbfface of County Tax
commirNioner is becoming more and more technical each
year,
at present rag/tires much study ttckeep posted.
01'ib) The
state is making the requirements higher each year.
I now can offer you both training and experience in
- the office that I am asking for, and the only proniiie
have to maim iFrefficient, fair, and honest service, and to
'stand for the rights of ALL THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY..
L..
'Calloway County is the only Kentucky Twenty in the
'
-TV.A reservoir that did not get a blanket raise:
.I hope to see each of you before August 2". But should
I miss seeing some of you, please take thik as a token of
appreciation for every kindness you have shown me, and
a personal appeal for your support in the present .catti.:
paign.
•.
•
*1st aincerely,.your friend, •
DEWEY O. CRASS.
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BE SURE TO BREED YOUR, MILK COWS TO THE BEST PRODUCTION BRED JERSEY BULL DI-YOUR COMMUNITY. IF YOUR SECTION NEEDS A GOOD JERSEY'BULL, WE WILL GLADLY ASSIST
IN LOCATING AND FINANCING THESE BULLS A N Y PLACE IN
OUR MILK SHED AREA.

The World's Most
Complete Line of
Residential Heating
and Air Conditioning
Equipment

and Fellow Citizen* of Calloway Couniy•

•••:- -

To Build A Real Productive Jersey Herd

Xecommend
0

•

•

If you.want to sellanilkinad milk morecows,

. _

see us. We can

A 1441-For Every Fuel
A Unit For Every„Sze Home
A Unit For Every Puree
And Every Unit specially
des
-Vsed -for its particular job

in most cases

arrange to fi-

Dance the buying ..of additional

COWS

through
1
•••.„

various local banks.

1 11

The loan can be repaid by applying:a portion
of each milk check on the note initailhe

With this unequalled line and our own experience as heating engineers, we believe we can
heat and air condition your home more completely and at a lower annual cost than any
other heating contractor. Let us make a free
heating survey of your home today.
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DEFEND AMERICA BY DEFENDING YOUR HEALTH!
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TELEPHONE 500
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!HURRAY MILK PRODUCTiAO.
TELEPHONE 191

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
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New Concord
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MM411011 CAVE WILL BE ESTABLISHED ME
TWENTY-SIXTH NATIONAL PARK ON

THURSDAY, JUNE
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CLEAN EVERYTHING-4,

-. .

A ItWilint.C.E M.E N T !

SERV/CE STATION*MOM 2
1412*est'Main Street,. Murray

WILL REMAIN OPEN NIGHTLY
UNTIL -I-1 O'CLOCK —

Hall Hood for County Attorney

TELEPHONE 44

It 1:''ays To Read the Classified Column!

New Mt. Cit&El.to
Hold Homecomhig
Seriioes:June 22

the polls freely and fearlesaly rote your convictions? Almost no where else!

- Y0U R --WA I R —

Lam priviliged to ask for your Vote, and I do ask
,that you yote.foiane for County Attorney. Mal I
request of you -that yotiitits -youtself this one quest tion: "Who.ein best -serve me and-iii'reounty S.

'Horneesiming agirvicya , will be
held at.
stew- mt. Carmel' Church,.
fourth
nday: *June 22. _Bets-a:AM.. Johnson_pastor,,anuounced today. . The Rev. 1 H. ,,Thaiiiima
of Mtirray Will deliver the afternoon'sermon. •
. r
The program for the day follows:
Soft curls, and deep nattily:I" The- memiing mellow will -begin
lookinw dittre.s are easy. to
with roll can and Will be 'followed - by wersermon by Rev. A. M.
. have. If you're a "problem
i
,.
Johnson, Music by several , quar, hile iith hair that's dif- -;-:""'
tets and Mr.- and. 'Mrs. Ciallumbus
Adams. will esimplete the_
ileult to Li._ clime_ toils! Wo.8,_.*
intri program. . . .
,
specialize in perman
'
enla and
.Ar-The' noon hour dinner its111 be
.can Make you hakr
served tat the ground-7 Yon Oa
asked to bring lurich for your
farnilly• and far - at many other.t•
Call L,Is For An Appointment
perfaons as you -may-desires- 7 ..
After lunch,. singing avilI fill
tELE.PMONE 281
'h4.5tva • until - about 3 -- O'clock
at whicti tans. the Kits% J. H. Thurman will ciebver-,a-alrnnorr
- The comma tee exterahr----a--rsars-i,
dial invitation for 011 meinbers and
frrerr+s'.•31 ;ha a-raises to Itelpresent
RAMIE- M AK -.
.roprioyir
. .LONG; P
for this occasion. _
• '- ,
_

tAN

BE JUST

A S LOVELY!

I

'County Attorney ?':
Gratefully,

•

HALL - HOOD.

•
1111
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NOW TO HAVE
FUN ON A BUDGET!,
•
think its expensive to enjoy an evening in she
Bluegrass Room at the Brown Hotel, you've got another
-

Ness- CoNcord can furnish. few
newr
ffir the 1..,
•dger
After all. tho orelinarY
dents a_f_twiet ,anil sisacefal„ lives
:in a small cuMrnungy may no
Make exciting news. but A dyer
m`Sk.:- for comfortable livIra.;"
.
Faetners. 1)

think coming!
For as little as sae dollars/let persaa• fone-fifty-se.-Saturday nights( you can dance 41 evening_ to Joi
exodlon orchestra,see two redly-marvelous floor shows'cad still ler up" tat sone amount in/Soder drunk' (That's'
our

svonderfut,."aniiiimasieleheck"_ system

Long Distance MOVING

at work!)
•

Won't you "drop in nett time you're in Louisville? We 4,
fel,Fal.cal3
/
4r gliarmtee a wonderful time!

PLUMBING
SUPPE
:l'
ES"..

• -

ME

BROWN HO.EL

BUILDING & FARM
- HARDWARE

-0rstea dad 3inim
teidivitle°A.4
—

-1936 rONTIAC",--2430OR,

yow

-fidaorpli.46iristiCirdsfin
1.

CALL OR WRITE

He-sure and seal thjite 11 you are in ibe.mittiket"
-.
for a-good used -ear.
'
•
-

A.-B. Beale 80on
Ea. 1897 Murray, Ky.

CLEAN:

'
1936 FORD, 4-DOOR:
1946.EGAD, 2-DOOR, Only 21,890 miles.
11P36-_CHEVROLET, 2-DOOR.

•
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Stildgbakerjaret &'

103 East Main
tae----4-- • -
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Local Group Administer Cotton
Stamp Program in County

,eting
orial day
Id Saturv.. Edgar
It. Tenn.,
ge - at 1-1

flus!dfes ler Britain
Society Needs Help

"We in Scott-tit-1g are looking
ahead,” writes Dr. James E. West
in the, July issue of BOYS' LIFE.
The Bundles for Britain Society
.
"After the „challefige of President
tunity this _program affords to offis asking all knitters of Calloway
According
Tepping.
Herbert.
to
Roosevelt to the nation proclaim-,
set nutritional diseases and poor
WASHINGTON, D. C., Nne 18 County to aid in making sweaters.
health conditions among low in- ceramics supervisor of the Murray ing an unlimited national emer—Cash collections at the rate of baby caps, gloves, stockings, and
come farmers through encouraging Resident project, the new kiln gency, what man, woman .or
more than $2,000,000 a year are all imittod things for children.
-1—
At a meeting scheduled for 2 farmers to produee- for human recently installed--for -the project in America is not looking ahead?
These items are to be made and
being made by the FHA on dep. m. Friday. June 20, at the Ag- consumptiop more health giving underwent its first test on June In his radio address to the nation
faulted modernization loan notes shipped by fall. Those interested in
ricultural Extension Bureau in foods of which there is !Tow a de- 10.
President Roosevelt said, 'Your
insured under Title I of the Na- aiding are asked to see Mrs. A. hi.
Murray, a group of local business ficiency in many cotton areas.
Thus far only two test burns government has the right to extional Housing Act, and at the Wolfson. Mrs. L. W. Lennox, or
firms together -with -Otte To ....ek,haseze. -and- promote the nave been made, but regular burns peet of all citizens Wat they take
smite lline--ttie credit standings of Mrs. -B. Melugni. -They have plenty,
representihg the farmers, will con- production of food for human are to be expected from now on. loyal part in the corifmon _work of
a large number of borrowers are of thread and materials which will
vene with A.'13. Stengel, area rep- consumption on cotton farms, ad- The- tests were made by starting Our' common defense, take loyal
being restored, Federal Housing be furnished to anyone who is
resentative of the surplus market- ditional farms, additional small at lower temperatures and grad- part from this moment forward.'
Administrator Abner H. Ferguson willing to help.
ing administration, to set up a lo- practice payments will be pro- ually increasing the amount of
•
"We as members of the Boy,
announced today.
Defense Housing
cal Committee to admInfeer J.Ke vided
increased food produc- heat. This was necessary because Scouts of America have the opporThe
record
of
Title
I
collections
'supplementary Cotton , Stamp pro- tion on those farms which qualify the kiln was new and had to be tunity to eontrilaute something
is given in the faithcoming secondDefense
Housing
Coordinator
gram which will begin in Calloway for cotton stamps in 1041.
definite. We pledge to our coun"broken-in".
quarter issue of the lenered Mint- Palmer announce& there have been
County on or about August 1.
try, in response to the proclamaAccording to Jno. T. Cochran,
Tepping
On
test.
gage
the
stated,
first
Pertfolio,
official publication completed 14.293
'n.e dwelling
1941. The business firms to be -county agricultural agent, approiction of our President, that we will
close to 400 ashtrays and 100 other
of the FHA.
units -in 55 localite• of 213 States, •
represented at this meeting are as imatety-7160—larrn families will
do
more than
we have ever
bookitems
and
plant
such
pots
as
territories.
Speaking
and
to the
Of more than 3,000,000 notes
follows: National Stores, Gladys share about $12,000 in cotton order
dreamed of,doing before.
amounting to over $1,300,000.000 in- Conference for National Housing
Stott's. Graham di Jackson, W. F. stamps, which will be redeemed ends were fired. Besides the tests
"We pledge as a personal resured under Title I, the FHA has Invenpary, Mr. Palmer said it may
Fitts and Son of Murray and L. W. for cotton goods in the retail on burning these articles, there has sponsibility to plan and &erre+
been over 100 glaze tests made for
paid around 128.000 alaims for be necessary to ask Congress for
Imes of Almo.
porgram,
through
simple
stores of Calloway County.
health
a
ash trays. The glaze is made by
332.000,000 on defaulted loans, less an additional 8500.000.000 to conourselves
physically
make
The program is designed 111---tlY
the intense heat of the kiln, caus- to
than '2,e per cent of the amount of struct 125.000 homes in defense
Caldwell Oaks of Breathitt coun- ing the ingredients of the glaze to strong. so that we may be more efreduce the acreage planted
In
areas in addition to the 97,003 alBrother against tother for the sweetheart of the skyways! There's all note* insured. Of the claims
cOtton 'this year; (2) to increase the ty reports a profit of $48.21 from run together, thus giving the article ficient and bettdr equipped to help
ready contracted for.
America.
consumption
of
love in the air when titan-haired Jean Parker gets Richard Arlen. daring paid, the FHA has collected Incotton
goods a flock-of 357 hens last month.
a glass surface.
calls and credits for repossessed
"We pledge that we will be men_ _among_ farMers in. the cotton belt;
Tepping said that the
Mgt pilot, and Don Castle. his kid brother, interested in her father's rad- property over $11030.000,
TTttle I' -program was set in •
and 131 lb -fferekse :the—consumpjeet would soon start a seriiant tally awake; that we will take ad- ical airplane invention. "Power Dive."' coming to
third
of the testa', after the originthe Varsity tetlaY.,an
aritage of eclueationil teaPoritilli-" the article_ sigtes, -and
The_
tion of eotton-geeda-through the
Ceunty
was ,
al
letiding
instlitifrons
have
ex- the credit experience has been
nornial channels of trade, thereby
distributed a carload of bodies. This dinnerware will be ties and get extra technical train- Friday, is one of the season's most thrilling sky dramas. Theatregoers
hausted
their
own
efforts
to
colmore favorable than probably any..
eontributing toward 'more employ- certified potato seed to farmers used at the
Memorial ing to be better prepared to help will get their chance to test out their air-nes.yes behind the "stick" in lect.
Swann
one dared to hope at the start.
• ment and helping the business in and 4-H club Members.
dormitory here at Murray as well our country in many useful ways. the safety of their movie cockpit nets during a ten-miles-per-minute
There
is
every
prospect,
the
arwill
"But even the adjustments of —
try
We
to
become
expert
in
ggneral.
as projects all over Kentucky and
power dive. Paramount Is releasing "Poilier.DiVeZygs, one in a series of ticle states, that this ratio of col- calculations as to losses have been _
at least one worthwhile thing.
• Now that the war has closed
M. D. Gray, of Gallatin county neighboring territory. The ware
lections to claims will increase far exceeded, by the ei•edit record. "We pledge, in accordance with thrilling air defense romances.
many foreign reerliets the need for has established a forest planting made will be distributed directly
since many borrowers are at- Claims filed and paid have thuit
the third point of our Scout Promholding deign - the already large of 400 white Pine, 300 short leaf from -the project here. Tepping an-to cure defaults by tneans far amounted to less than 21/2
that we will keep ourselves
nounced.
;Cotton. _sorplus continues to be pine and 300 locust.
grand master, will give the intro- of monthly payments to the FHA. per cent. After recoveries in Cash
The new kiln is of the oil burn- morally- straight. Ours is a counacute. With the eimort outlet so
lion,
andchildren
'a—We
=At
present
the FHA is receiv- and credits for segelemisions,- the
try that' recognizesits obligation to
sharpely reduced, it is mere necesHomemakers' cliebs in Bell coon. ing type and is of the latest design God. We Win—participate actively
9411 present group singing.
ing around 12,000 collections a prospective net ipss * the Govsary than ever that farm people ty hold an annual flower ex- aski style.' It has a powerful air- in our
Grand Master Harry .Pettljohn. month through its Division of 'Col- ernment at this time is MEM liSab•
Sunday School and our
groW.legs cotton and. produce more change, where members exchange blower - which atomizes the oil, church activities-,
-es se Ger.- - Keen Johnson, a member of. Jewel Lodge Ne.,4.395. Ewing. lection, Investigation, and Fraud. 'stantially less: "
causing an intense heat of `Up to
.„ food for- Use at home.
s shrubs, bulbs, seeds and plants.
..--end Rebekah President Nettie. 'Recoveries average ;la each but
In fulfilling the funetien of
2400 degrees F.- About the only part of our personal obligation as of Madison Lodge No. 14, 1.--0:-15: Noffsinger: of Weirose Lodge No, have
For voluntarily planting less cotranged from $45,614 to less collector, the FHA does reit lose
Scouts, live in harmony with the F., will deliver the principal ad,tea.ii 1941 than they could -under
81,
Bremen,
Ky.,
The- Advisors'-Cou-neil---of----the articles to be made requiring such Scouts Law.-Will
be
dollar.
than
one
recogsight of the
personal factors.
dress at the annual Homecoming
their Triple A allotments, farmers homemakers' clubs in Grayson high temperature' are electrical. "We
Each claim goes through the Comparatively few people willingpledge to do our, best to Day exercises to be held at the nized.
are to be given cotton
order county has adopted the petunia as porcelains which are to be -used develop -initiative, resourcefulness, pddfellows' Children's
The forenoon hours will be de- special FHA- collection department ly fail to meet their obligations,
Home in
by the radio shops all over the
stamps that May be used In retail the county flower.
voted to inspection of building in 'an attempt to turn . the transac- and 'In 1-majerity of cases there is
•
_ state,
self-relieweee---.We -•-betitese
1.watnittor -cm Sunday. June 29.
as well as here. '
stares coo-be-rating in the program.
and grounds Of the Rome and to tion, from a credit failure to an as- always the possibility of workthese
are
best
acquired
through
The
which
event,
ordinarily atAt pre,sent- only seven boys are
to buy any goods made entirely-of
a
business _sessiort. of .former resjs set, frt. tlau_.stanzipoint of the ing' out a means of eventually
•
Food-foredefense Orbital"
--weekinii • in -the --ceramics project, the vigorous activities of hiking tracts - approximately 2.000 - mem- dents in the chapel.
cotton -.grown, manufactured and holding the center of
borrower as .well as of the FHA, liquidating the debt and restoring
of,..
-....intertSt telt more boys and girls ate
and
camping,
and
will
so
we
as
bers
Fellows
of
Odd
and
Rebekah
ceprocessed in the United States.
A
baseball
game
between
the
,--"Sev),n
among -homemakers'
years
have passed since credit standings."
part of our effort to be prepared, lodg)•s throughout Kentucky and
in pa:Jed to start work there soop.
IlliantrAy important is the oppor- Carnxbell
•
•••
'carry on an active outdoor pro- pourrosinding Statescavill be-arranged Odd. Fellows _Junior Lodge al
•
Cynthiana
and
the
team
representgram.
this year especially for former
"We pledge to advance in Scout- residents of the home_ During its ing the Home will be played dur
ing,. to become ,proficient in those long history, the institution has itfg the day. Other games and ex:
s
arranged fur
Scouting ski1l4 that Will equip us cared for approximately 3.000 chil- ereises also
the children.
•
dren who since have becesnie useful
• "With a reeorci of nine and one citizens of the state and nation.
WE HAW IT — WE WILL tellT
half million men- and boyt who
Activities Of the Homecoming
J. E. Moore Is preparing to furnhave been Scouts os Scouters, and ocession will be in direct -elrearge
— OR IT CANT BE HAD
Establishment
of two znjore a membership of approximately of former residents of the home. ish to consumers in Perry county
at least 1.000 gallons of strawberPiping Cadett
mw--andhat ,iflion, we - are -The public has- been
amine boards to keep pace with in a position to make a real con- tend:
the expanded pilot training pro- tribution to the 13•21011.- W. pledge
The all,day program will -begin
seam for Ohio. Kentucky, West to try to- enroll more boys in our at 9 p. in.. Central Daylight SavVirginia and Indiana was announced Patrols and Troops so that Scout- ing Time, and will include a picnic
today at Fifth Corps Area Head- ing will be stronger and more boys lunch spread on the grounds of
quarters, Fort Hayes. Columbus, 0. will be equipped with Scout train- the home. Persons attending will
The new boards were organized ing. We believe this will be a bring- their oWn bake's, and will
Our ides' • tu
at Bowman Field. Louisville, Ky., contribution. te
inYlk_thg call-dm:141_1hr Nome to
anirgiiii Yield, Tort
Ind. —We pledge that we
render a quality'
with be their guests. --The only other board is located et the spirit of our forefathers, reGovernor Johnson's address has
Patterson- Field, Dayton: 0. Three spond. with all our ItiTght to every been scheduled for 2 p. m.. and community service
traveling • boards operate out V request from our government for will he broadcast over Station at a cost ,within
Fort. Hayes. one touring largiEr Scout service. We will cooperate WLAP. of Lexington. He will be'
ihe_theana_at evcities of Ohio and West Virginia; with Meatagencies, In prigsets'that trstrodueed by Hen. James
one, Indiana. another. Kentucky.
come within the seope of the Scout Hammond, member of PaintsVille
land
Applications for Army Flying Program and the capacity
of Lodge No. 203. and warden of the of service which
adet scholarships. paying $106 Scouts.
state reformatory at LaGrange.
monthly for 30 weeks' pilot trainOur President has indicated his
The afternoon exercises will be- will receive the ap„„Ing and leading to second lieuten- confidence in the
effectiveness of gin 30 minutes earlier at L30 proval of all with
ant's .commissions with salaries of Scout service. We
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der. Dr. J. L. Clark. of Paris, past
and educational examinations every Signed)
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WHEAT TAKEN.ON DEPOSIT

COMPARE THESE PRICF:S,.•
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COMPARE THESE QUALTITES ...
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Cave Increase 89 Per
Cent Over.1940
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• Pie matter what rney happen 10111.1101111•4111111111141,11•11110
our pric•s on used cars NOM down fe ernes *at will move
Hi.,,, can NOW And what co,,' Many elmell-new late-model
beavtles that (01n• In trent people In a hurry to got new Ford
tors at pseseM low pfi(111.. A word to Me wise is —TA ADE NOW'
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1940 FORD V-8 DELUXE TUDOR
Ilits been

_ MAMMOTH - CAVE,- Ky. June
....wee An 89 per cent increase in the
_ number of persons visiting ManiMoth Cave National Pafk so far in
the present travel year over 1940
is revealed in the superintendent's
latest report.
Unprecedented numbers visited the
park during April and May Ms account for the rise. In May, for instance, 18.302 - persons were recorded as.compared with 6.965 last
year, an -increase of 173 per cent.
Similarly in April a 145 per cent
increase was shown over April of
last year.
-These figures do not include all
persons entering the park, -because the checking station maintained by the National Park Ser.,A vice at the main entrance, keeps
..:_g,.receird only of those persons entering between 730 a. m. and 4:30
• P.' AI. 41.9 reeord is made of per''"Iis entering at other hour or
• from ether entrances.- "The Decoration Day week-end
brought the second larnest„total of
week-end visitors in the history of
. Mammoth Cave.
A similar trend is shown in the
number of persons making trips
'-int6 the cave, for which complete

Lubie F. Thurmond

41.40-4.50x21
4.50-4.75x20
.4.75-5.00x 19
5.00-5.25x18
5.25-5.50x17
6.00x16

$5.95
$5_95
S.5•95
$5.95.
55.95
$6.99

••

• • -GI •

••
FIRESTONE CHAMPlOr
4.J. S. ROYAL,DeLUXE
ALL-WEATHER GOODYEAR ,
CENERALS
.
• lb

6.00116 •
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SEE US TODAY!

PRYOR MOTOR CO.
1412 WEST MAIN STREET — TELEPHONE 77
TELEPHONE, 2,1_
206 EAST MAIN STREET

Are You Irritable, Nervous?
Better look iftwr your eyes!

driven 27,000 miles, Good tire:, Green coloring.
Guaranteed for 90 days._

1

THE REST-TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

•

1940 FORD TUDOR,DELUXE
le•

Ffnished in l)lack. has been driven 16.000 -miles. 90-day Guarantee,,

are

1939 FORD PICKUP TRUCK

hil•

A REAL BUY

ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

1938 NA41 4-DOOR SEDAN
Has- Woitthereye heater. A good Imiy.

1937 FORD "60", TUDOR
Has a good motor and good rubber.
imiiroPer -Nikon May be the cause
of this condition. Your eyes may
have ,OtItgre•Wit yoln glasses. Why
not find out; it costs nothing. Come
In today-for an enattithation.

Stokes-Smith Motor Company -

)a

fies
- rn-11:—"-•

AND PRIC
TIRES ON
YOUR CAR TODAY!

PLIZPiTY OF STORAGE-ROOM

likes
ltgto

,

NOW is the
TIME!

QUALITY ..

WE ARE FULLY EQUIPPED
TO HAND
. a WHEAT!

.•.

•

Wallis Drug

Established at Fort
Wayne and Louisville
-

-TO-TI ET FARMERS _

°

.211 East Main

PhOne, 170

Murray, Ky. 7

JOE T. PARKER

rcR THE BEST DEAL—ALWAYS SE i YOUR FORD DEALER!

OPTUIVIETRIST

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date In All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
0

Let's put a MAN in the Clerk's
Oft* for ONE term.

At Parker's Jeweiry. Store
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NEWS and FACTS ... of Statewide Interest
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reNaban

ite progress toward that
feCtiYet•
To date, on

our

Committeg's

By restricting your patronage_ to
reputable beer retailer', YOU aim

help, to

romendation to state and total,
authorities, 18 beer retailers'
have

preserve _tbo_oaalit and
economic benefits of beitr—the•-

lost their heel:nes, 2 others have
had their outlets padlocked and 6

irides 15,000 jobs for Kentuckial..

have had their licenses suspendedL
because they would not condUct

than $1,000,000 a year.

erage of moderation—v/60

TODAY and FRIDAY

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
MP MEM AMAZING KIDS Mai
*AleitICA'S MUSIC TOWNI"

FA4Gic
IN MUSIC' t.

*1/114111RIS

as ALLAN JONES • SUSANNA FOSTER
MARCARET UNDSAY • LYNNE OVERMAN

ARLEN.— PARKER
Helen Mack Roger Pryor Don Castle • Der•tee• Miff11103All

Adminisiratoe Hendersozi....14 the
Office of Price. Adminfitration and
Civilian-Stiily, arranged with the
indestries, concerned to prevent
unjustified price increases in ,coffee, plywood, paper board. crude
heariach•. • •
oil..gasollne" and-automobile. Mr.
A brur atm
headache .••
blonde
Hendeston
told
certain
auto
A
firma to withdraw recently announo.ed price , rises becailse they
"are ..ineonaistent With the favorable earning pavilion of the industry." .
priorities
OM placed borax and boric
acid, aluminum wrap. zinc, copper, and synthetic _rubber under
full priority control. OPACS announced programs to allocate- auf-flaint quantities of these materials
for eulential civilian needs.
Viet Presidents-Wallace. speaking
In Washington. said the ciemberatic
i it for each citizen pi put off
wty
non-essential purchases until after the emergerity,..selhat more material will be available for defenie.
ritel
°KIES

GlIACI Sit A DUEY • WILLIAM COLL It ir
P.•,•••• ••• 111.60•11 by sNflIw I. 11011 • 1••••••••• ?ISM*

SATURDAY ONLY

included

investiga on of
er o

beer

and our offer of assistance to law'
enforcement officials. We are

—our Cora
reiail

$10,000,000 . legalized
indusn)

As we enter our second year, we
renew our pledge to the- public

of 6Usiness.
Continuous

their placeme/
Of business in accord
Vrithildlic sentiment and with
the tgh standards of Kentucky's

Coal
. The Office of the 'Bituminous
-Coal Consumers' Counsel announced" a campaign-endorsed by
defense consumer, price and transportation officials-to promote buying and_ storing , of next. winter's
• I' this suirirner VS lighted the
lead that movement of crops sod,.
defense materials - will place upon
the • transport system beginning
next fall.'The Office warned con-.
sumer, against "panicky"..kuying
it high Miele"'and said the supply
bituminous- , coal is ample for
all needs.
-

ro.

and pays State taxes totaling more

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
. DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
MINK T DAUGHERTY.Stine Director

PUBLISHED IN COOPERATION WITH THE UNITED BREWERS INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATIO
N

ern tax

and

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

HEARTY'LAUGHERS WELCOME! COME
ON OVER-AND H-O-W-L!

•

ba,Oling case
Alike Shavne's most

Myrna's mod at Bill
...and Bill pretends

Siteit

to go out of his
head...to get

1
V110

back into her
head I It's
a riot I

Lloyd Nolan • Lynn Bari
Mary Beth Hughes • Edward
-trophy • len "Shadrodi" Carter

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

PARADE:

•
DRUM CO.

BOB CROSBY
RUTH TERRY

CW100E 111E30

Pircstriptions
'Accurately and Carefully
ed of Purest
Drugs

ON

.

Dom Foy.
WILSON

NAME

N.
OAR
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;
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Come To
_CHURCH-

Is week
hat we
De are
Edwards
"Power
'eminine
Parker.
re as it
testing
ck the
ipportellk
Lloy
picture
always
e Mike
I laugh
'Rookies
Crosby
mbshell
the fun
id meet
arms to
JUT on
der and
our entry and--•--L•
'There's
I these
meriea's
its your

THE

METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Sunday, June 22, 1941

Cecil

Holland Seeks
'Murray.
Magistrate
the
•
--

titan & IIME§, MURRAY;RENTUCEY

Dexter News

PACE MB,

Hub Murrell Seeks
City Judgeship

Clinic Hospital Notes

Rose, City; Mrs. James Overby,
City; Mrs. Jack Farmer, City; Mrs.
N. 0. Outland, Cityt Wells Overby, City; Bonnet' Rey, Hazel; Mrs.
J, D. Wall, city;
Faye Roberts, Murray; Lock Montgomery,
City; Mrs. James Guptos, City;
Boody Russel, City; Mts. William
Jeffrey, City; Mrs. Mac McCord,
City; J. S. McDougal, Part Henry,
Tenn.; Willie Short, City.
Dismissed:
Josephine Reddeen, City; Mrs. J.
M. Thomas, Fort Henry, Tenn.; Mrs.
George Darwin, City; Mrs. Ralph
Cate, City: Mrs. Hoyt Farley, City;

The pastor Will preach at
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis
morning worship hour on "A
and children,•• Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Admitted:
Man's Duty to His Househqld".
Bizzel
and children spent Sunday
ust now two of our good churches
Homer Gardner, Farmington; JoMn,
with
and'
Ma
.Frank
Vick
of
sephine Redden, City; Mrs. J. M.
FIR8T CHRIWIYAN CHURCH.
n Murray are in, their -evangelistic
, Tenn
Thomas, Fort Henry, Term.; Mrs.
lirns and the MEN of MURCecilCleaver
of
I
Camp
Shelby
take
of
this
oppor
-tunity
George Darwin. City; Ralph Cate,
Charles Thompson. Pastor
RAY, the HEADS - of families, are
City;.Mrs. Hoyt Farley, City: Mrs.
Sunday Services:afforded an opportunity to come nOuncing my canchttary fpr Mag- spent last week-end with his fathEvert cleaver. .
0. L. Cain, Almo; Miss Audrey
Bible School-9:30 a. m. W. B out on the Lord's side by support- istrate of the Murray District in er,Nadine
Cleaver left Sunday for
Hosford, Fort Henry, Tenn.; Mrs.
Moser, acting superintendent.
ing these nikiLings. We should the forthcoming democratic priEast St. Louis to secure work,
Hal Houston. City; Anna Staples,
Morning Worship-10:50 a. m. realize that the sgrral standards mary on August 2, 1941.
The
'Dexter
Homemakers
WRS
born
Club
I
and
reared
Dexter; Mrs. Ivan Buey, BUchanan,
bare in
Sermon
Topic: "Let's
Dream of our civilization are the pro- Calloway County and now am en- went to Murray Saturday night
Tenn.; Mrs. Allen Rose, City; Mrs.
duct of the church and if -our
Again."
to practice on re'play which willbe
gaged
in
dairying
farming_and
at
Jack
Hall, City; Little Jerry Allen
Read the classified column.
clviliiatinn is to survive and if
Christian Lindeavor---8130 p. m.
given June 28 at the little college
Evening Worship-7:3D p. m. our children are afforded the op- my place. I have never before auditorium.
offered
but
for
office
have
public
i•mon Topici "The Challenge of portunities for free worship and
Mrs. Robinson spent last week
----•
free enterprise the church must -at ail tittles been interested in the
Name."
'
Government and In Livingston County where they
Prayer Service-Wednesday,, 7:30 have the support of the MAN-' operation of aur
visited her children, Mr. and Mrs.
HOOD of America. No man has feel qualified_ to serve in this ca111.
Robert Robinson and Mr. and
the right to put the burden of re- pacity. -*
I shalt vend the money that is Mrs. Thurman Baxter.
ligious responsibility in hts home'
Vacation Chureit -School
Mr: and Mrs. Wayne Jones of
on his wife. That is not God's - appropriated to the Murray district
June 23-July 4
equally and without fatlor.
Dexter, Route 1, was honored with
plan. asul the man who shuns his
11:30-11:20 a. m.
Realizing that My announcement a household shower on Wednesday
,Except Satertlays and Sundays) moral obligations is denying to is coming a bit late and that time
afternoon, June 11, at the home
himself his highest privilege. Help will not permit
Beginner's Department
„
me to see all the of Mrs. Ed Jones. Those present
these good pastors and these good voter,
Age-4 and 5 year,.
I would like to see I hope included Mrs. Belle Watkins, Mrs.
Course-"Let's Go Out of Doors... churches in •their evangelistic ef- that if I miss any of you. that you
Johnie Ramsey, Mrs. Wess Jones,
• Leader-Miss -Emma Sue Gipson.'
will accept this manner of solicit- Mrs. Max WaliTon, Mrs. Albin
or
'
s'
Primary benartmeot
. At the evening hour, 7:45, the ing your aid and help, assuring Hopkins, Magdalene
Jackson, Mrs.
Age-8. 7. 8 years --pastor will preach oh "One - of the you that I will be grateful for any- Toy Jones, Mrs. •John Harding
Course.
--"Child
csdt1ou - that you may eX - Grogan, Mrs. laTii-Teilies, Mrs. To the Voters of City of 91E
Ikturn", from- the text:
"To him that bath shall be gi
fend me.
I hereby announce my c_andi,
Charles Hopkins, Mrs. Harvey
Loade1'--lU'WSSjjjL
and he
rhall have an abundance". -triiiiicleas•idlas as a personal aia- Copeland, Mrs. Cleve Parrish, Mrs. dacy for City Judge, subject to
Junior Department
. Matt. 25:29.'
peal for your vote and considers- Orbie Culver, Mrs. Vernon Dick, the Democratic Primary to be held;
-.Age-9. 10, II years.
Mrs. Buster
Elkins, Mrs. Cina August 2, 1941.
. The Sunday-school at 9:30 in- bon on August 2, 1941.
Course - "Discovering
Respectfully submitted.
Pure SUGAR
25-pound
I have served the entire city of
Jones, Mrs. F. B. Jones, Mrs. Ella
Bible' trites,tall to- shaie its blessings and
55e
1 siids."
CECIL HOLLAND
Culver, Mrs. rthel Harris, Mrs. Murray in the capacity of ice man
Cane
to join in the Lervice it renders.
cloth bag
Leader-Mrs. Zelna Carter.
Johnnie Gus Walston, Mrs. Tom for 25 years and have endeavored
Come, and BRING your family.
intermediate. Department
Ed Travis, Mrs. - Omin Jackson, to the best of my ability to serve
.j.'-.our Children meet at -8:30 and these
A er =12.
4. •
ineetioll_peryices.
All
Mrs. -Guy McDaniel. Those send- you well. I have enjoyed by daily
revival
our
young
people at 7 o'clock the regular services
Couise-"Our Living Church".
the church ing gifts were Mr. and Mrs. 0. A- association with all of you and
LARGE
each
Sunday
evening.
.
Leader-Mrs. S. Lowry.
will be observed at the regular Puckett, Mrs. Mettle Honking, itr. have enjoyed my work, but it is
We invite all families moving hours.
Director-Mrs. C. C. Thompson,
24-OUNCE
This is especially' an- and Mrs. Hate Ross, Mrs, Allred strenuous. Although my health is
to Murray to share our fellowship nounced
Worshisio-,R. L. Wade.
kir the Sunday School Jones. Mrs. Alice Wyatt, Mrs. Jus- good, my age is a handicap to Me
you'prefsr:the Methodist church. and Training Union. "Come
• This school Ii_open tO.all. ettik•
thou tine MeCiatri; Mrs. Andrew Tay- in this work and! would - greatly
!There
other good churches with us arid -we-will do thee good." lor, Mrs. Mary
Air
,Church/ and to
Ross, Mrs. Susie appreciate your vote and influence
LATON1A
,,thkrz who 'Will attend 'regularly hi our town and any one of them Numbers 1020..
Elkins,' .Mrs. Dail Elkins, Mrs. in My behalf and if elected I will
will help you. • •
endeavor
_sincerely
and
honestly
pastor
Ruth Mortis_ After the gifts were
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor-"offered. In adalfroii to the study
opened and riderttred, refreshments to serve you as well In the caC. Club
9 No. 2
Avondale
No. 2 cans
ewer's there will be a fine propacity of your City Judge as I
were sewed.
RIBIESET CIRCUIT
fancy sifted& cans
Brand
gram of play and recreatkin. -Sfuisc- .. FIRST
have
ice
as
mart
your
Mrs.
Jeff
_Edwards.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
BAPTIST
v, ill be ught .in -all departments. HUB MURRELL
EdwardL• Mrs...Nancy 'WoodR. F. SlankenshIp. porde?
The-revival meeting begat) .Sun:
'.iren
are urged to take advantThe rAistor and his family spent all, of Almo, Mrs. Lille Allen and -Polit. Advt.
Pet-er Carnatioti '
COUNTRY
3 tall Or
of this 'fine opportunity :by day under the ?eadership of Br.o. last week, at Jackson and Sardis, children of 4.argo, Fla.. spent SatPaul Fax, preaching in the ab- Tenn
2 tall or 4 small cans
your childrsp.
CLUB
6 small cans
While 'the pastor attended urday with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Monty -at tancrouy county printssence of his father w_ho arrived the Armnal Pastor's School
•
at Lam McDaniel. l_ _
-Mt
Tuesday evening- from Memphis both College, his wift and children
Mtrs Nett - McDaniel,-1-119111-the ed in 1031 and seat- me with tlfe
CHRIST.
______.
where he awas-ealled to the Mem- VlIttett their relatives at Sardis.
week-end guest of
Large
"and- Mrs.
All Good Ok-Ner:
and
way
death.
Nat
the
e
his
By
orial Baptist Hospital to see a
Guy McDaniel.
°InPLilutntg. °f Nat Ryan before
rC.
Club
or
e being Ati•
DelMonte
No.
2'i
can
Brand
sermon5.eptembirthday.
same
had
the
I
Mrs. Guy McDaniel entertained
jojed durin the serk. f revival member of his family who was a
•
Ezell-Jones Wedding
t there. 'Jibe latter will do Doris Ezell and Miss Mary Eliza- a group of youngsters with a ben 5.
meetings
his _church.
Another Calloway citizen and I
The -serMun subject for oria-,...tif the preaching throughout the meej- beth Jones were married at, the birthday party Saturday evening,
Enriched with Vitamin B1 20-oz.
born on the same day. He
the services last Sunday was
parsonage in ICirksey last Ssialkt June 14, Ralph Marvin- McDaniel were
Kru
T hir4rIenr'5Loa
and Sliced
The- meetltig- 'opened''driih the day at 2:30 p. m. They were
ifas- celebrating his seventh birth- was Whirent Vatentrivr-who- paismed
Gospel. We Need."
Bro, Pack
.yeafteseioriah-Thiall3'1292FOut that - toe sins.
-1"R
Ur
One by one those
co .; , •. by the - church during Wilma Jones. The groom Is the nieftll_giftii After!. The gifts were
New Testament 'i-ress wore
there are passing stray. .It
and the _same as those with. which the !aft rise years: not only is the son of Mr. artsl.Mrs. Hansen Ezell opened and admired; refreshments
Miss Lou Whole
sit
bevre Wesco Special Blend, _
-will
until
ire
be
long
net
attendance
Very large for the be- of Kirksey and the bride' is the were! -- served to the following:
'We" now face. Hence the
to- ginning
BEANS
GREEN
which
2 No. 2 cans
from
bourne
that
to
gone
eeting.
of
the-but
the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Toy Robert Walston. Russel Curd, Walday of_ the same .gospel that the
lb. boa
peeachinl, by aro. 'Paul Fox has Jones of Penny. The itev. K.
ter Allen, Jerry Edwards, Ballet no traveler returns. I feel like
aposqes preached!
•
been of the most gennine Bible-oBlanicenship_ffficiated.r
Walston, Charles Skaggs, Billy An- a stranger in a strange land when"
Embassy Brand
r
ic
Quart jar,
Bro. Pack emphasized the fact
kind add in a manner plitsAng and
drus,
Jaffies
Pritchett,
Willis I go back to Kentucky now. FOS'
that man stands in need of mercy
Calumet
SALAD DRESSING ,
several years I called to see Ed
helpful to those in attendance.
Pritchett,
Wanda
Sue
Mathis,
3ft.
Carmel
Which can
be enly obta
and from the,.. first people have. Regular services next Sunday. Damon Mathis, Doris Jackson,- Ann Diuguid. Nat Ryan. Hugh Wear,
through the. Christ atunement
Almelo Beale and.etheous.rd- -we-are happy to have the op- been saved. This yoiftig prear,hfif 'Church School at 10 a. m. -Preach- Haley. Clifton .Edwards, Joe Ann
100
-is one of the most faithful to the ing'services at II a. m..
Mathis, Willie '_Franklin Jackson. hood friends, but I shalt see them
Tall e"
portnnity" to hear this fine young
Bible preachers- we have heard in
Jimmie Ross, Larry ,Ernstberger, rib more now until- I see them in
Homecoming
LUX
SOAP,
3
bars
at-this
21
ehurch
will
'public
to many years; he preaches
preacherJudy Daugherty, Mary Nell Pritch- that land where none will ever'
be held 'fifth Sunday in June.
attend these services which are AM
LUX FLAKES, small 10c, large 25e
demorIttraUon of _the S
I_Plirr,
ett, Betty Manias, Dortha Dene grow old. But
roc
/wirer tlailY.-3 P. ot shd
trust
can hitter understand whY
Mithis, Alma Joe Ernstberger, Ben- The promises of God
miss onap
p.
at'Thechurch -edifice. theweLord
give',
He
to
me
has used these men 16
Church School ner&
:
.
f Igtday at nie Brcewn. Rebecca Pritchett, Er- - As long as breath
'tolLET
Clifton
5 rolls
Breakfast of ChatnIAOCIA)
9tc_
Rev. C. L. Francis,- Pastor
.
wonderfully and it using them so 2 p. m.
lene Pritchett, Daniel Pritchett, For though my body's made of
TISSUE
(Fleece, 4 rolls 25c)
dust,
•
greatly In-these days:ao marked by
Sadie Pritchett, Darline• .Puckett,
Preaching service atn.
My soul with Him forever
.Pess Rad 100% Pennsylvania
.1111111.111111111111.11.11111111 shadows from many directions.
Third Quarterly Conference will Sammie Puckett, Margaret Ann
Wax Rite
lives.
Self Polishing
as
The 'Work of aro. ?Rol ,Fox with be held at Coles Campground
Tarry, - Betty encl.-Jean Skaggs.
the young People is of'
4iiines and contests were enjoyed
FLOOR POLISH
the most urday, July 5. .
Pint can
2 gal Call Sr°
.satisfactory kind
I live in Him, He lives in, me,'
There is in All
by the group.
Together we will journey on,
to the people by him
than
qt.
Less
14c
ITax included)
Brandywine Sliced, 2-ox, can
Till face to face my Lord I see
young and old character building
known.
all,.
I
asn
as
* MUSHROOMS
ibr better living daily
And know
There will be an all-day Home
Sweetheart
S. 13th St.
Phone 441
There will be a large choir ot Corning at Brooks Chapel Church
Buttons, 4-oz. can .
4 bars
young people beginning with the 5th Sunday, June 22. with preachMy feeble voice I'll always raise
When Satan tries my soul to Will,
We Will Pay, Delivered, Juniors to serve with the regular ing by visiting ministers, quartet,
choir. This with all other features choir, and congregational singing.
aloud my Savior's
And' sound
, JOHN WRIGHT
BY HOIAPrLlI
Fri., Sat., June 20 and 21 of the music program of the and free lunch for all. Non-resiRound or
praise
Pound
Cut from branded beef
churrh will be under the direction dent members will be our guests.
Because• _my faith abides in Him.
Sirloin
Government inspected
Heats bens
- 17e of Paul rm. Announcement will bc made more Elm Grove Baptist Church,
••••
tn death'S. cold .Tvivit-T---411111 not
Leghorn hens
145 _ The meeting will continue, the fully next week.
miles from Murray on the Aurora
Lord willing, with services at 9:30
fear.
Prentice Douglas, Pastor
Fine for braispin
ou
gno
dr boiling
or Eggner's Ferry road, was first
T.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m with the sni.s,
Cocks
Nor dread the least .my future
HORT RIBS
BEEF
called "Jonathan; Creek Church"
cial services condncted forattiteerfate,
because it was located near the
, ALMO CIRCUIT
'-21PrIagort
young penple at-the- Idsurs st
For then I'll
very near
headwaters of Jonathan Creek.
-PrOrrl ti111e to time
a
nn
ncement
me
ou
. inside the
That. faith
VEAL
Pound
14.3 of special Items
illPinfora.ttailtskis)
Our third Quarterly Conference William Skinner was its.. first adothe meeting
gate.
later and continued to serve it
at
Brooks
Saturday
Chapel
was
ACPtic will be made.
:well attended. Bro.iolley bright until his death in 1872: He was
Every• one is invited to all the
Madison COnntY farmers planted
the grandfather of J. E. Skinner
111111.1.1111.111111.111111.services of the church including us an inspiring- Twine.
4.000 acres'. to'
- ltyWe are
hegtnning the new its present minister. The Jonathan approximately
brid
corn, compared fo 1,800-acre*
church, and are planning an all- Creek Church ilater .catled the
-day •"Home' Chming" at Brooks Elm Grove Church) was organized last year.
Chapel 5th Sunday, June 29.
In 1848. .J. E" Skinner recently
published a ,history of the Blood
River Association containing a list
Ice Cream Sapper
or
Pound
24-PHONES-25
There will be an ice cream sup- of preachers present at its meeting
per. at'Brooks Chapel's new church in 1874
We give you said list: Cooking Apples. gallon. 10t• or 17,,
site Saturday, June 21, with whole- H. B. Sills, W. E. McCawley, A.
Phone 114
Prompt Delivery
307 E. Main
some muSie Ind recreation. Pro- G. Rushing, M. W. Henry, J. C. California Grapefruit. each
Se
Sliced
COTTAGE
Creamed
Lb.
ceeds for Istbhefit of the new Spann, J. A. Spencer, J. Padgett,
dozen...
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1 -lb. layers
building.
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E. L. McLean, Robert Wilson, J. California Oranges,
pound
P. Wilson. T. W. crunham, R. C.
LYNN GROVE BIBLE SCHOOL Hall, jusephus Outland. S. W. Nice Lemons, dosen.itt, _ _Me
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Wonder Fluff. quart
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fied, I feel it incumbent upon me pleted in the fell of 1844. Reuben Real White Pets, lb. __
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Standard 45 size
try's call to deify in the event such first preachers. Others who fol:call were made upon me. Thew inwed were- James Lindsay. J B. Purple Hull Peas lb.
I
'too, since my consideration to be- McGinn, Wm. Dugger, John MePole
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Finest brand
Beans. pound
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Box
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teaks',green V_sillatL. Calhoun,
and her. institutions.. I feel, after ols,1'. M. Matthews.
tine stringless yogi .
e consideration, that this serviice C. E. 'Moore, T.• A. West, S. F.
Beans: Pound
pad"• ' -41/11
might be better facilitated if com- ?dotter, S. R. Itatekins, G H. C.
COCOANUT
Other Beans and Hotast-Ilisom
menced at the beginning, _rather Stoney. E. B. -Bourland, J. 2.1-.ALLb.
than the middle, of a state admin- exandei., J. S
Hawkins, - I. T.
M. M. COOKIES
NO
4
Beetles,
lb.
MO
for
Rotenone
Use
ation.
•Motley, Kyle Brooks,
Green, K
• V.71r"r-lr-l: 1 OC
L. P. Drash, J. E. Vetere. These We try to please on fresh meat
names have- lfgen copied from a
Lunch rilleaSee Gbeese.
MISS
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OT BEE

PEAS

DAYS
111,-
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Tel

IYA

Stay -

of

LIttiori;
High-

Mrs. O. L. Cain, Almo; Miss Att•
drey Raiford, Fort Henry, Tenn.,
Mrs. Hal Houston, City; Anna Star':
plees, Dexter; Mrs. Ivan Bucy
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Allen R
City.;
._ Mrs. Jack Hall,, City; Mr
James Overby. City; Mrs. Jac
Farmer,•CarliEe.'11.
:
- 0. Outten
City; Wells Overby, _City; Bonn
Key, Hazel; Mrs. J. D. Wall, City;
Miss Faye Roberts, City; Lock
Montgomery, City; body Russel,
City; Mrs. William Jeffery, City;
Willie Short, City.

or

worm!

29c
15c

21c

15c

CLOCK. MALY.

at-

.-

2

PEACHES

-oriancerrimiatr

10 pounds

.eiiai

•••

-- -Twisted

will

one

ICED TEA

F.

2.57

BAKING POWDER 15

MACKEREL
_WHEATIES. Box 10c
OIL

B 0 G"G-E-SSPRODUCE CO. -his-messages

-nom coasour

IP

-SOAP

Some Eg- rly History

19c
33c

BEEF STEAK

S

12112c

-

Of

OAST
STEA
or
K
15c
BOLOGNASliced

Swann's Grocery

McCutcheon's Egg

LAGE

BACON

Prices You Can't Afford To Miss!
'

---

Cony 3 ears. .10e
Tomatoes, itr-Vhc
Green beans,lb. 5c
Apples, lb. . . . Sc

BEEF ROAST

liver

CORN, No. 2 cans, 2 for
TOMATOES, No. 2 cans, 2
•
SUGAR, 10 pounds
boxes
SODA, 3
SALT,3 boxes
RINSO,2 large boxes
ORANGE JUICE, 46-ozs. . .
CRACKERS, 2 pounds
MEAL, 10 pounds .
.
FLOUR,24-pounds
PEAS, can . . .

22c B
25` BACON

TOMATOES

..15c
:15c
:" 55c
• 10c
10c
. 37c
19c
13c
21c65c

18c

BANANAS
13.0 U ND.
DOZEN
ij
‘
A\I IIEFrCRI NA I A ORANGES

NOTICE!

nfacaront •

carry

25

HAMBURGER

Grapefruit,Cantaloupes -:'10c
Sc
Bananas, lb.
Lemons, doz. 18c

22c"
PORK CHOPS, pound
25c BACON,sliced, rindless, pound
STEAK,f'
• Or sirloin, pound .. _30c*
ou-nd'

15c

CRACKERS

n.

MILTON HENRY

10c

POUND

GREEN CORN
CANTELOUPES

6c
29c

10c
EACH 10

3 EARS
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Milan's Annual
Horse Show
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Available
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ARM .FOR SALE Two 40 acre Main, phone .351.
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ized to announce the following Int the National Defense Program. sellor, champion of the principals
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together or separate.
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-110W.-1F0- BE YOUR
OWN DECORATOR

-MOVIEFr: By presentinc,this
coupon at the box office of -the
Capitol Theatre Saturday or Sunday, E. E. Collie. Route 2. Murray,
will receive two free passes to see
-The Border Legion.- compliments
of,theatedger & Times

Prices from
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an ban llak Iwo

lifmars
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DELIVER-Y service from 10
;through day Barbecues.
•
sandwiches and cold drinks See
liutcben's Bar-B-Q,. W. Main St.
I tc
.•
phone 9109.

•

I CONF1DENC
•

r

STREAMLINED Mil WRECKER
SERVICE. New equipment. 24.
hour, fast. dependable Wrecker
Service. Charges reasonable Day
phone Fr' Night phone 546-W.
Poker Motor Co, Chevrolet Sole,
and Service.
STANDARD CLEANING at Booms
Cleaners. Plait garments in lots
of two of mdfe 30c each; single
cash every day.
garments 35c
Phone 234, South Side Square. tic

the fcrundation of a bank. Without It no bank
.1 belief that.inother
c;n live. Confidence is the_tot4
person Or iiiititutigor it-Ff-eatry out his Trotalltes.
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-You - Wigetable Co-op
coarnimilty begauSe they -keep
believe- that your -word is-a- solemn'and binding
Peach growers of Calloway,„Coun.
.ty met the, tarll part of the week
- obligation add we honor you for it. The harvest,
with -Tub*? liteCiTil fruit expert
• at the end of the.growing season, is the .time' when
from the University of Kentucky
and discussed plans to market.their
every farmer sells his produce And thinks .of the
aaaral- it was decided . to affiliate
obligations he has contracted during ttAtiear. We
with_the Calloway Vegetable Asand • -committee com-know araLerzery farmer who has nobHzontoj- sociation
posed of Lilburn Buie. Hughes.
or
,
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But it isn't, to:our regular Customers -that we ire
speaking,- becinse they know that we have confi- dence'jrfthem, and they have conLidWc•litose but
'to you who have never taken: advantage of our services and leatneri,ALlhe_ great belp we can giv,e.
you. Conie in today and talk with us'-bout our
.services and open,an account. We want. to, proyr
-to you that we have confidence in you so that you
may have confidence in us. .
•
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

--Bank of Murray
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"Big•tmough to take carik.9f..yrs -small
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be aware Of you"

Red Cross To Hold
Water Safety Class

Neiew e#44.4.4.„
Mama.. Good Floandmpireg Styli*
'

- Ness assemble Wallpaper.
The
What goes with what is quite a problem with some of us, and
very simple to others, Whether it's in putting the right hat, coat, gloves
and bag together or the right wallpapers in the hall, living room and
dining room. But trouble and uncertainty are vanished now, for the uncertain ones by the new groups
or ensembles of •-elie most enchanting wallpapers.
Experts, right at the beginning, in the design zporns
of the great wallpaper factories, have made these
cornhinations. so that color, scale, end variation of design have been harmonized and contrasted. Also, these
tromps or ensembles are designed for different types
of houses and can be used in new, old, large and
small, formal and informal houses.. For instance,
suppose you writ to do over your hall, living room
and dining room. There will be three papers, 'quite
whole /or you to
e aiffereno. bat makirg a harmonious
man tausti.
Suppose your house is just-medium Biz* of the
,
Dim."
like the ensem0.Willhormakartnig Colonial type. Then perhaps you will
limbe
ble we illustrate or something like it-there are
_
many variations.
at• harmonizing
A tilockediolitreal-paper is used in the ball below, room which does
dining
Strips In the living room on the right. In the
opinion,
not show, a scenic wallpaper was used. In my
eriNleit
for 4ball
•47tW
"
anddining"room
than for living
mime as we may
tire of the scene
arfatt air treed in
a room where Cs
,.it I good deal.
But in a hall, ire
.
but -we do
linger„

with -the hoard of directors bl -the
Calloway Vegetable GrowersAssociation( at John T Cochran's offteir Wednesday night •
The two organizations - will now
market together with the fruit
grimere.hatting.their crops handled
in the same manner as the'tonroto
crops now being handled ,by the
association.
Theolheit„conunittee leave Friday
for Paducah to study-Pielting and,
shipping methods as used at shipping points In that city

at 'the AmeriThe local
can Red CrfláWil1 sponsor a
course in Life Staring and Water
Safety Instructbrs' et:Purse at the
John tV, Carr Health Building of
Murray State College 'beginning
Monday. June•23.
Fritz Weber will teach a preliminary course with- a national
represenaative from the Red Cross
teactung_ the last week
Any one interested in entering
this classt should call Coach StewFritz Weber or Mrs. B. Me•
e
login

Superior Cleaners
Operating As Usual

Thomas Banks, proprietor of
the Superior Cleaners, announced
that cleaning ()aerations have not
been stepped as arrangements have
been made to care for Cleaning
was effected -when fire destri,ved an outhouse last Friday
afternoon wheee this operation took'
plaec
Damage was estimated at about
51.000 Mr Banks stilted that new
equ.pmept was already on its way
and would be ready for operation
soon.
•
MIELE scnoot
In the dinirg
room, convemeBeginning Monday. June 23, at
t ion •nd gay
chatter is the 1:30 p m, all children four years
rule and an- of age and up are urged to -attend
amusirg colorful the Vaaation Bible School which
School
.backeround- fa wan -beoknid-tet Outland's
House.
pleasant.
Missionary
J. C. thitlend. Assn.

6
2
e
because you th
n
use a scenic
pattern in a
USaarly lillerani bat Rowsoadaing
Joe Louis retained his crown.
wallpaper group
the fleeciest Tight of his career
after
able,
but
Interchange
Course,
of
are,
in either place: These grouped paper,
Billy Conn,- his lightheavywith
from
&design
Is
there
When
therra
put
will
you
where
consider
It is wise to
challenger, last night. LOW.,
fruit in it, the paper is intended for the dining room, but many art old weight
been pretty well handled unhouse in New England had such designs in the hall, so either is possible: had
just til the 13th when he dropped the
a stripe or a stripe with a floral intertwined,• very smart trend
man for a count that Conn
now, is-a good choice for the living room. Remember, however, that-ed lighter
get up until 10 had been
to
multi-coaor
failed
for
background
good
a
simple stripe or a plain wall is
tolled by the referee.'wallfloral
a
that
and
covers.
slip
and
.
&appeal'
chintz
and flowered
late in the fight Conn apparentpaper makes a good background for plain-colored or stared curtains,
had a better than even alance
with floral slipcover or some upholstered pieces. So, seam, choose your ly
mast consider to topple Louis from his throne,
paper with these facts in mind. As in all decorating you
room, thet open and lied taken the Bomber's Sunthe room as a whole, and to a more limited extent, the
any serious
all very pimple really and especially day punches without
We wish to thank -each and every Into each other as a whole. It's
However. Corn's light
damage
had,,,
be
to
are
s
combination
suggested
one who was so kind to us dur- So now that
undeveloped right
and
a:-ight
ing the illness 'and death of our
; arch proved to be his derwnfall.
Woodwork
of
Color
Calddear mother, Mrs Rhoda
Louis' commanding left hand was
ministers,
I can hear the questions -(-you knew I often give informal talks),
We thank the
well
past his chief
What should it match?" , and has been in the
woodwork.
the
the
of
color
about
T
W
how
Aro
_and
"but
Norman
Jewel
Bro
His left punch remains
tone of the bsckground of the 1 o:earn-in
...
M Jones for their words of com- As a rule it should match the color or
when discretion is used, most unsolved to date.
fort, those who sang. the Lynn paper especially in larger room*. However,
fought a strong.,clean` batConn
be
There
May
case.
this
in
is
it
so
and
broken
(tempted by
Funeral Home for their service; rules are made to be
can be used for window frames, tle and was at once
those --who codtributed on flowers green in the design of the paper which
is often The huge crowd that filltdihe Polo
yellow
or
red
even
room,
dining
hall
or
a
In
mantel.
and
chalof gave fleWers, or In /MY tray doors
Unction.. "Ties-In"a.s it's called. Grounds as- an outstanding
lt
d'
vtai
inside our loss easier to pear. May gay and attractive and gives a lot of
-le gle -ernvam
,
liy may'beOf tits roller except
God's richest blessing Ion upon In a ballin an informal hon., the'
.•
each of you it 01,1r prayer.
of warm the hand tail which is Mr,* laud and waxed.,
Read".tbe classified columa,
-The Children
,
•

Card of Thanks

4
DECK

CHAIRS $
.
Special for

NGLIDERS - Covered
Wiltahable
keusnrette

in

$24."

,PRASS
CO.

FURNITURE
4orth_401, all. TWO
t
.

STORES

South 3rd St.

Louis Wins

We Sell Charm.

and Popularity

i

Of course what we actually do is make
your clothes spotless and fresh and clean,
and this Is an fictive ingredient in• making /
you popular with alters: Sending,your
clothes lo the cleaners regularboletgIns a
small pdltit to fuss about, but once. you've
alerted wearing Boone - cleaned • clothes
you'll notice the difference. Start today!

hi
an
dr
fe

BOONE CLEANERS
-•South Side of Semis*

Phone 234

-
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nied them home !or p
visit.
Rev- J, H. Thurman - of Murray
On account of the Homecoming
filled his- regular appointment at
meeting at the Blood River Church
Oa Grove. Baptist Church Saturday
the services at McCuiston School
Send Or give your news iti8111 toMài. L Neely, phone 20 afternoonsnd Sunday- at 11o'elordn-4-.L --Grairi. Homemakers
The Blood River Baptist Church House will be held next Sunday.
•
Miss Leona Farris Is sufferints "
s•
Mrs. Herbert Marshall h
Bud Hendricks, Tom Gibbilns, sod this week with a sore foot..
The .14inn Carrie Homemakers Of'the Blood River Association will June 22, instead of fifth Sunday,
June 29, at 2:30 o'clock.
To the voters of Calloway:
Honored With Shower
Son Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley liendricki club held Its regular monthly meet- observe a homecoming day on SunJ. C. Outland, Asso. Missionary
log May 21 In the eh* house with day. June. 29, 1. R. -Hicks, pastor,
Tenn.
Paris,
to
cemewas
moved
Hazel
Burial
In
have
the
A shower, honoring Mrs.11erbert
morning.
said
this
. 1-have keen requested by
- Mrs. Hansford Doran presiding.
and !There
Mr. and Mrs.- Paul- Daile# -Marshall, a recent bride, was . en- tery.
This church is one of the many James Hugh.
were j4 .nsembers present,
many to offer myself for
family attended the fuberai
Mrs.
bv her_feienge_Yrider afterMrs. Quitman Walker and sister,
Leon that.is. hi- the reeervoir area of the
Clirlidgie Service Group Meets of Mr. -Valley's uncle in Paducah_,.Chambers, Mrs. C. H. Jona, and GilbertsvIlle-Darn project. noon from 3 to 5 ecleek.
Mrs. Lucile Tyler, -were recently nomination for RepresentaSunday afternoon.
"The purpose of this event," the called to Teneessee because of the tive. There is no personal
Mrs. Olive Parks, and four visitors,
Mrs. T. S. Herron and Mrs. J. R.
The *omen's Society of ChrisMr. anci.Mrs. Charlie Wilson and Mrs. John' Hutchens, .Mrs. eorge Reverend Mr. Hicks said, "is to death of their mother, Mrs. Becky
Miller, acting as hostesses, were tian Service met Wednesday afterreason for such an act, as I
Charlene.
daughter,
were
together for worship, fellow- Henderson,
come
dinner
Arnett, Mrs. Harlie Williams and
• assisted by Miss Ann Herron. There noon at the Methodist Church. Mrs.
ship, and to renew old acquaintMrs. Tommie Shrader, who had have no political ambitions;
• wasattendance 7. of about 80. W. B. Scruggs was program lead- guests of Mr. arid Mrs. Bob Over- -Mrs. Guy Rudd.
gamete conducted by er and used "Steward at The Tem- cast Sunday.
"• A report of the District _Federa- ances. To aid in eta worship pro- been caring for a child at Padu- and besides, in a representaassistea by Miss Celia ple of God" as her theme.
Mrs. L. K. Pinkley, Jr, who has tion meeting in Fulton was- given gram we will have the -Rev. J. cell, returned home last Wednes- tive government,'it is the
H. Thurman. of Murray. to bring day and attended church services
the guests on the
,
vot
business to 'nominate
Mrs. Lowry Rains. Mrs. D. N. been with her 'husband. Mr. Pink- by the six members who attended. 'us a fpreeful messege al 11
a. in. here Sunday.
alert every minute.
White and Mrs. William Osborn ley, wthi is working in Arkansas, Mrs. Bun Swann made a report on It will be remembered
that Rev.
Woodrow Rickman, who was a wh m they wish to repreMiss aurine Curd presided over presented the program discussing returned to Hazel Sunday where citizenship ectivities.
Announce-- Thrirthan
is a .former pastor of delegate from Pleasant Grove to sen them.
me this demthe register and Misses Li:mite "Our Stewardship for Christ ian she will enter school at Murray ment was made of the annual
this church.
the district conference at Cayce, ocr tic
Lamb, Virginia
Miller, Laurine Citizenship."
or
representative
State.
Homemakers Camp which will be
"We
are
also
expecting
gave
other
a
jplendid
report
of
the
Curd, Celia Miller, Ann Herron
Mr. and Mrs. ;
lee Laham Of held at -Columbus State Park Jufy
f o m of government is a
Mrs T. S. Herron presided dur- Greenwood. Miss., spent last Sat- '1
and Mrs. Bill Jones assisted in
to 11 and metnbers were 'urged former pastors to be with us op meeting lo the church here.
Fount.. :1
and nof
fait
Itifetire
this
occasion
to
aid
in
the
worship
Mrs.
V.
S.
Miller
visited
last
serving the ices. National ideas ing the business session.
guests
of to attend.
visitor, NI:ss urday in Haiti as the
service. This church", Mr. Hicks
posigon or job. I reaek with her son, Lube Brown for
were carried out in the decorations members and one
of
East
Mrs.
White
sister,
J.
N.
her
Mrs. John' Myers and Mrs. Ver- stated, "hes records that date back
el Mrs. Brown and Charles.
•
favoss. So bountiful were the Maude Walker, were present.
lize that The next General_
Hazel.
non IN.a.g•rarorth- • Save thAir lesson
-1036. -There hi - only one other
Junior Boyd left last Tuesday Assembly a the most
.-that a truck was -called
visitor. JO on eggs and cheese which is the
church
in
-the
4.811111CiaAiOrr
fpr
that
Detroit
to
seek employment_
isansPort them home. ..
Miss Claris Moore of near Mur- LihaM eicantenetood. Miss.. Char, last of the series in "flows and older
o y
than
the
Blood
River
Miss Dorothy Dean McPherson [ant of any in the I
Mrs. Marshall. was before her ray spent the week-end with Mr. lie, Dan, Don and John were
Whys of Food Preparation". '"The Church.,
Draughorea
entered
Business Col- years, because of the necesmarriage, Miss Bertha Bailey whose and Mrs. Bert Moore.
Murray .vialtOrs Saturday after- minor project lesson on landscape
"We ore expecting a great time lege_ at Paducah. last Wednesday. sity for changes in the revfattier owns Hazel Telephone sys-Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones returned noon.
gardening was made by Mrs. Otis Worshipping the -Lord on this oc- I-frt parents and sister,
. Mr. and enue producing measures,
tem and she has long served as to their home in West Hazel after
Mt. and Mrs. H. I. Neely were Workman. ,Mrs. Harlan Kemp read
casion
and there will also be much Mrs. Roby McPherson and Miss
77"operator and this was one means a short visit with their son, Rex in Milan and MeLernorsville, Tenn., a poem
on National Defense.
hand-sbaking
and
exchanging
Thelma,
of
also Mrs.. Maud Grogan, and changes are necessary since the state is five from
of patrons and friends expressing Jones and family in Fleming, Ky. Sunday afternooin. -While there
The -recreation was in charge of greetings. Lunch Will be served acrompanied her to Paducah on debt, and many new appropriations and changes of revet--e• their appreciation. Mr. Marshall • Mrs. Minnie Bradley visited in they visited Mr. and Mrs. Ben McTaesday and Mrs. Grogan Visited 'flue laws will be expected.
*
has also been before the public for the home of Mr. and Mrs, Caswel Pherson and family and Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Miller who led songs at the noon hour.
'
"It should be remembered that her daughter, Miss Pauline who is
and stupts. Refreshments were
• years in the employ .of T. S. Her- Humphreys Saturday night.
Mrs. John Haley of MeLemorsville,
all
also
by
former
served
Mesdames
pastors'
and-preachers
ta,king,-.
st
Alpha
have,
business
for
fer
years,
1
-been-connected
cower
with
state
ron who operates a Poultry and
mat
_
Paiehall
Bro. Henry- Franklin
Niers
John Myers, Vernon BUtterworth and former members are invited there.
'''••
feed business In Hazel.
is teething a Bible school at Oak
Tons Ttirtitio*,; who has been
tens and held positions with the state and party activities.-'
and urged to come and be with
Mrs. Mildred Roberts is visiting
Grove Baptist Church this week. Memphis, Nun., attending school, and. Hansford Doran.
us,"
Mr.
Hicks
in
her
said
conclusion.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. I was appointed by _Governor Morrow on a non-partisan
AR'F1E JONES DIES
The sessions are being held each returned home Sunday and will
'
The program, according to church Wrather and otter relatives of the
Hanieassikers
Funeral services for Artie Jones, afternoon.
Spend his Vara*inn, here
board, the Efficiency Comr4ission, consisting of two Demofficials. is as fellows:
vicinity.
who died Monday afternoon. June ,Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Brandon and • Mrs. Mary Sue-Garrett Jones and
Pihe Bluff-Monday, June 23,
10
a.
m.
-,Song
and
Praise.
Charles
ocrats
Warner,
and two Republicans without Pay, we eeryeskt:werof
Paducah,
is
e. Mk at his _home in East Hazel, were son)/ir. and Mrs. Vonlere White
. y Billie -Kent- _of _Idelnilnik
ilk Mrk-Lettise-Pattersort
10:15 a. m.-Sunday School.
visiting MS uncle and aunt, Mr.
held -Tuesdayida, arrived in..Haze Mum.
,years,
and,
went:IA.0_4M phaass of government taxation
-11 a. m:--Sertrion'by Rev. T. "H. and
',351131---McPhenta
-trand
Chureh' of Christ with Elder Ed- day to visit- their parents, M.and N. _White and otfier relafrvls.
Almo-Wednesday. June- 25:- in Thurman, Murray.
cousins, Mr. anfi Mrs. Betty Mc- andinatitutional activities. At that time the state debt was
win Curd and Elder Bennie Brown Mrs. Barkley White, arr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Hoyt Craig and son. Rob12 a. m.-Lunch.
Pherson.
of Murray officiating. Mr. Jones Elmus Brandon and other relatives. ert, were in Murray Monday on home of Mrs. Robert Ellison.
lesa tha4 four million. In our report we pointed out the
1:00 p. -m:-Song and Praise.
Hazel-Thursday. Jupe 26, In
Mrs. Grace Clark, who recently
had been in poor health for the
•Charlie Myers and daughters business.•
1:45
-p.
High
M-Brief
School
History
Building.
sustained
of
danger
a
broken
of the Increasing debt, which had increased from
the
arm
from
a
past few years with cancer.
were irr-filljrray Saturday afterMr. and Mrs. Royce Jones of.
Churchi.by the pastor. 1 R
Dexter-Friday, June 27. • •
fall, was able to be in Murray
He leaves his widow. Mrs. Ep- noon shell/sing
the United States Army, stationed
a
cash
balance
at the end of the Beckham administration.
2:00 p. m.-Open forum for the last Saturday. Her mother, Mrs.
pie Hitt Jones; one son. Royce
Mr. and Mrs. D.- N. White, Mrs. in Mississippi, came in Sunday to
tors to bring messages.
Eliza Dick, spent part of last But our recommendations were not put iTo force for 14
Jones, and a number of grandchil- Genie Gisablas, Mrs....Orville lents- visit his people, Mr. and ;vim Royce
4 p. m.-Benediction.
week with her and her farads,
years, and in the meantime, through the old political
.
dren.
'ins and Miss Maude Walker were Jones and family..
Mrs. Ocus McPherson and chil- spoils system, increased to twenty-eight million,
•
Mr. Jones, 76 years of age, was
shoppers last Thursday.
R. W. Green of Mayfield was in
until a
dren,
Joe
Etzel
and Mrs. Bill Guer- crtrsadhig--a membet• of the Christian - Church.
Mr. and Mrs. -Carl Prince and Hazel Tuesday to- visit friends: • .MhsVirttlie - Mae Short h at
goveritor,
with a legislature-Init. over flf4 reing
and
Mrs.
for
a
home
few
days
Guering.
with
home
and
Mr. and
He wasa splendid neighbor.
family of Cottage Grove, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Brandon and
Mrs. McClure Of Murray, were organization act. That not only stopped the debt increase
Pallbearers were Punch Allbrit- Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Prince recent- Mrs. Jimmie Pasehall of Paris folks, Mr. andeMrs. Frank Short.
the
She
guests
has
a
of
position
in
Detroit.
Mr.
and
Mrs..
John but paidoff the state debt notwithstanding the repeal
• ten. Edd Lamb, Charlie Armstrong. ly..
Mildred
accompa- were in Hazel Sunday as the
Bro. Algie Moore filled his reg- McPherson last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Alexander
the sales tar-WIth-its Iargiirroveniie.• This Aiii-shayed.on
gurstf ot--,their parents„,
Mr. and
• . ister
appointment
• at the - church - A large crowd attended the fine
son, -Ted, were the week-end
MM. J. S. Patterson.
more than s year, still the date debt increased
'
npproxV
here
Sunday
esoreinji
lie
used
as Children's Day program at PleasMisses Laurent -Curd-ind-della guests of _John Dixie Skaggs and his text "How shell we
matery-fitinfillion during that-Period.
escape, if ant Grove_gupsleyeygesing._ _
amity.
e nogien so grearirservatioe
M'rs. blue Nesbitt spent part of
Little Daytha Henri griOrt hapafternoon shopping.
The sales tax may not bee bad tax, but It was a real
Heb. 2:3.
last week with her daughter, Mrs.
Dr. Joseph Miller of Louisville pened to a painful accident while
and Mrs. Harvey -Ellis re- Hub Dunn and family.
burden, and there were plenty of less burdensome taxes
-returned Monday where he will playing Saturday afternoon. She turned the first of
the week to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Brandon ttmt was sufficient to run„the state. If the-sales-tax could_
was fushed, to the hospital for
his. school Avork.
Treatment -to her foot. It is re- Lexington to attend University of and baby of Paducah visited Sun- have relieved the tax on homes
visiting his parents.
to run the county govern'."
Kenturiky
after
spending
day
their vawith Mrs. Brandon's pareots.
Zinnith • Shercift Mee. Yr.,---sin ported that no bones were -brolren cation here with
relatiVes. They Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brandon and merits it would not have been so objectionable. Let us employee of the telephone com- and that eke is recovering nicely also visited
the latter's 'uncle, the Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Brandon slap hope that this form of taxation will notise resorted to
•
pany of Loutsvilk.' spent _several at this wirting.
Rev. and Mrs. Oce Wrather qf -of Paducah were week-end visitors the Federal Government, but- will be held in reserve for Mr. and Mrs. COlnUft Alexand
days last week with his parents,
n, -Teen., and were accom- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs county and
and son Rey, Mr. and Mrs Homer ac
municipal governments in-lieu of taxes on
Mr. and Mrs. p. _Owen.'
•
,
panied by her parents and brother, Toy Brandon and sister, Mrs. Wells
Burkeen.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Young
Edgar Outland attended the hint:
homes. However, if the_next legislature, will handle the,.'
Mr. and Mrs. Dumas Stark and -and Mr. Wells.
ral seryleer for, lee- -Baler in Mur- and daughte$Marilyn, Mr. and Mr.s
matters of revenue properly, the resources of the state can '
Lawson Alexander and Walter C.
ray last Saturday afternoon.
be handled to liquidate"the county bonds of approximateBro. Ind Mrs. Algie Moore ftbd Alexander Were dinner guests of
ly twenty-eight million (notice it is the same as the sista
'
not-mely-hrhi
Cotten
as their Sunda'y visitors their Barney- Herndon; of- enar Wingo,
'•
Sunday. June 8. •
debt four Years ngo): _About '7•0 counties are so
cauchtsrs_ancl. their
it4-sonrietie-toand
esia.
•
Mir.
Onelt
Spencer
were
Gleason. Tenn.
Of ,course, all counties iyikbe given their share
Weahr cotton ipw. COTton
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lyra and the guests df Mrs: Spencer's parrevenue. These debts were created by the influence of the'
ent.
Ocus
Swift
and
family.
SatOnie Mutcheris JO Paducah were
WI big Iteetvrin the NaState Administration at that time, encouraging bond issues
in Hazel -one da#- last week as•the urday evening.
Mrs. Evert Inman and children
tional Defense Program
to promote road building by the State Road Department,
guests ii the home of Mr. and
came in from Detroit Saturday
Mrs. Jim White and family.
,, ,w_hichlirrntrt-sufficient revenue to build roads, and is a
and we in Calloway are
night
to
Visit
her
relatives here
Mrs. Aniste;,-Cooper. Mrs. Rosa
jusl obligation of the state but has had to stand aside on
happy to cooperate.
Orr. Mre. Maude Orr, Miss Anna until JuN 4. Mr. Inman will arrive
shortly
for
a_
yisit.
•
account of the state
Hill and Mies Marelle Orr were in
Mr. and Mrs. rarros"Altiitinder
Murray Thursday.
were the guests of the latter's parClassic Play Suii—
It will be a job of the counties in distress to sponsor
Mrs. E. E. Fry of Peril was in
J
and fight for.The relier, because many of_the powers live
Hazel Friday afternoon to -visit her ents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Riley, SunIn Striped Chambray
day.
mother. Mrs. R. H. Maddox and
in countiek not htvolved, and it rippers that these counMrs. Curt Newsome '-will leave
daughter, Mrs. Floyd M. -Fudge.
ties not involved were more conservative and did not proMrs. Jim While tra_11. here. soon for Detroit where she will
mote the building of roads by boimiks,ues, and were more
east of Reset, one day liV week joirfher-lzushand who...is-employed
;
.
unately locutet, being near the center of the governhas been confined to .her bed. at that cis,, •
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Byers and
"lefts LaVern Hill of Nashville.
Striped chambray ulaysuit 1Wit
ment, and the outfking counties were at A great disadvandaughter,
Wanda
Mae.
Mr.
and
Tenn.. is in Hazel lhis week as the
tage in making contact with the central office. I am hopeeverybody loves! 1-piece playguest of her sister. Mrs. Claud An- Mrs. IL Wells spent Sundasi-as the
ful of the cooperation of the Governor in the financing::
suit has pleated shorts, separate_
derson and IV's.' Anderson _an& her guests of Even-el Norsworthy and
of these county bonds, and wAtt• the efforts Of farm or-7- rateitiy,• .
rnOther, Mrs. logic, Hill.
• button-front skirt Stripes. corms Alexander and family,
Post Commander Make lrarwin,
ganizations to get this relief, should b• time.
Mrs.
Clendon
Byers
and
Mrs.
MorOthers, too, from
alut atc. tasiviie
ris Lee Inman were the guests of
r?enhar9, Mr. and Mrs., chud
Real estate bears Q0'"4- _of county and town taxes, or
Joe. Young and family Saturday
derson and Mr. iina Mrs. Otis
$1.06
taxes for local purposes. The present,assessment- is a
night.
attended
Swann
the first distriit
burden, but to raise sufficient money to pay, the county
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hargis was
American Legion meeting which
the guest of their raughter''-and
bonds will be a real burden. _
was held at Columbus Sunday. A
—
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
--Ash dinner was served at the noon
Sledge. Saturday evening.
Of
Clyde Reeves, the very efficient State'Tax Coinrrilihour.
-Brown Eyes
sioner, was imPtessed'with our efforts of the tag superMr. and Mrs. Leonard Craig and
daughter: Miss Mary Sue of Evansvisors, to let us pass without-a state raise, so we hope he
- Members of henjemakers' clubs
ville, Irtti., were in Mazel. over the in
will support some program to finance the counties' bonded
Johnson sountY attended dens"
week-end as the guests of Mrs.
Di
If MUST HOTELS
onstrations "ffi making butter and
debts, and prevent the necessity of such An increased as- Craig's. father, Joe Wilson and tam- heese
Mrs. H. Grady Manning. Pres.
and Mr. Craig's parents, Mr.
sessment to .mett„outatanding.bonds.
_
and Mrs. John Craig and fItBy.
I have talked much about county dnbts. Of course, I
Mrs. Kent Jones and sOn
-"In Murray Tuesday morning v
do so with' the thought that'the state.ia out of debt, and _
Ifig friends
the law controlling debt of state andsubdivisions, and'an
Mr. and Mfg. 'Bob Bray, Mr. and
apparent wirpliii_of five million- dollars in the state treas_Mee., James Wilson were Paris
ury -at the beirnning of the 1942 'fiscal year.'he counvisitors Saturday night.
• Miss Annie- Hooper of Nashville,
ties' debts can be financed over a period
'
of four or five
...-Tenn„ is in Hazel this week as the
years, and at the seine time be liberal with the institutions
guests of her mother, Mrs,-Dixie
of the state, asylums, aid fbr the blind, crippled Orildien,
Hooper.
old age, tubercular, and schools. .
Mrs. K. B. Osborn of Paris spent
•.
- ,/.
Monday in Hazel as the guest of
•
I was-on the Board -of-Control of Penatind Charit‘her mother. Mrs. Noah 1141 and
daughter, Mrs. Claud Anderson In
ble Institutions of the state foi two -yeisre-iritlingt ay(and
West Hazel. familiarized myself with tire needs of those institutiona.„---,..'
• Rev. A. M. Hawley. filled hit
Much headway has been made in theseiinstitutions in thli
7
regular monthly . appointment
last four years, although I would 'have stailed with the:MeCamals Grove in Tennessee.
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
charitables, however, much progress is being made in the
Ittra. Ralph White and (laughmanagement of them now.
on the Board of Regents
tef spent, several days recently
of Murrill! Stafe-College for three years and saw mutleof
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the problem of financing higher edncation, and &problem
Taylor near Oak Grove communiof the teachers to finance their education required by law; •
ty.
Mrs. Cattle Bailey was in Paris
and so much desired by the
lves. These problems must
Tueesday on business,
be worked outhefore the
ational Defeitse demands for
Mrs. D. Cole is in Purge'r ai
taxes overwhelms us. z
•
the guest of her daughter, Mrs..
Jesse Holly, and other relatives
like 'a sTek or dressmaker swim suit? We
Its
is
a
regretab
thing that the- promised legislation
and friends.
to allow ;Hite, ceity and municipalities to contract for
Mrs. Allen Austin and daughlvety textured maillots . . .
hive both! See the
ter. Wanda, have returned to her
TVA power w
not passed, and the neglect of -members
smifoth for. swimming Or thi figure- flattering
home in Florida after spending
in tbe effected area to support the bill because of the aptwo weeks in Hazel visiting her
dressmaker -suits with-plitnIng necklines.
pearance of opposing interests. This relief must &the and
parents, Mr. rand Mrs. L. F.'
feminine! Others. 32 1.40.
'
it, can be/expected by having representation that feels we
Vaughn.
are entitled to cheaper fitlea,an..well as' our- friends just •
Mrs. Boaz Gibbs of Logan, W.
91.98 TO $3.95
Va.. spent a few days last' weekline in Tennessee.
end in the home of her brother.
L. F. Vaughn and Mrs. Vaughn.
We have three weekly papers, so the problem of alBoyce Wilscin has gone to Marlon.
ternating space in all these papers will ,have to be praeIll.. where he has been employed.
ticed to hold expenses down.
Henry West, Calvin .Orc West.
•
Mr. and. Mrs. Marvin Jones...and
L-havofiled as a candidate, and if the people of CalMiss Marelle Orr spent Tuesday in
fORD SALES AND SERVICE•
Hickman-. s
!a7sled mg, I will do my best with_the job.
George Dickerson and daughter,
211 East Main Street
:Murray, iceatualiy
1170
.
—
hluit;;
Serdene,, altd Mrs. Bettie James
and Libbie motored to GilbOrts• ville Sunday
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Blood River Baptist
Church to Observe
Homecoming June 29
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CAL NOTES
Nelle Ruth Jones
Weds John Harold
McWalers

MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor

Mrs. Thomas Crass
Is Honored With
Shower

Club Calendar

Mrs. Thomas Crass was honored
Monday. Jane 23
The marriage of Miss Retie Ruth
The circles of the Women's So- with a lovely stork shower on
Jones to John Harold McWaters Jr.,
Was solemnized at nine-thirty ciety of Christian Service will Thursday afternoon, June 5, at the
o'clock Monday morning at the meet at 3 o'clock as follows: - ' • 'home of Mrs. A. B. Moffit.
Circle No. 1, at the home of
home of Rev. L. V. Henson, BenThe honoree received many nice
ton, Ky. The single ring cere- Mrs. Oscar Skaggs.
and useful gifts. After games
mony was read by the Rev. HenCircle No. 2, at the home of and contests were enjoyed reson. The only attendants were Mr. Mrs. George Smith at. 106 North freshments were served to the following' guests:
and Mrs-Roe Thomas of Bentun. 14th Street.
Mrs. Johnie Mayer, Miss Essie
Circle No. 3, at the home of
The bride wore one Dorsa's origiBee Jones, Miss Elizabeth Ann
nal niodeLs; the.dress being of Mrs. F. B Outland.
Booker,
-Vas:-Flelen Booker, Miss
Thursday, June 26
"white sea maze and the coat a
Mrs. W. J. Gibson will be host- Manetta Baker, Mrs. Bill Cain,.
blue floral pique. Her accessories
were blue and white ane her esses to the Magazine Club at her Mrs. Mary Greenlea, Mrs. Louise
Stiles. Mrs. Hallie Boggess, Mrs.
sbainur home at three o'clock.
stmurder corsage was af jo
_•Bertha Barnett, Mrs. Ruts Farris,Hill roses and baby breath.
Mrs. 011ie Crass, Mrs. Opal James,
Mrs. Thomas. sister-rid-the bride.
Mrs. Curt Wilson, Mr. Dick Skirls
- was attired in whae-linen with
ner, Mrs. A. B. Moffitt, Mrs. LeAmerican Beauty accessories and
land Wyatt, Mrs. Ogden Bogard,
roses.
Mrs. Thews Crass.
M. Baker was Thoeirsionding gifts were Mrs.
Mrs. George
Mrs. McWaters. the dainiriWr of
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Jones of Lynn' hostess at two psvely parties dur- Hazel Tuft, Mrs. °erne Tutt, Mrs.
Grove, Ky., has been employed as ing the past week.
John Larnpkins, Mrs. Effie Diuteacher in Callnway County for
On Thursday she had guests for guid„Mrs. Iva Lee Wilson, Misses
several years.
a luncheon bridge _aind gnawer Moder-Mind Robbie Bogard, Mrs.
honoring Mrs. John D..-Mather. 'Lee H.111Fs, Mil. Sallie Wyatt, Mrs.
Mr. McWaters is the-aorrng J
Miniature baby shoes were used as Coy Crass, Mrs. Hugh Farris, Mrs.
Harold •McWaterg Sr., of Bgti
Ky., and is now employed" •as a insi cups, and the place carts, tal- Sammie Farris, Mrs. Wilburn Farbarber in Murray.
lid and table decorations were in ris; 'Mrs. Conley Crass, Mrs. W. B.
Immediately folicaning the cere- appropriate theme.
Outland. Mrs. Bud Bogard, Mrs.
Following the delectable-hincbeon. Daisy Bourland.
mony, Mrs. Bob McWaters of Benton entertained with a mid-morn- several progressions of bridge were
ing -itincateon after which the enjoyed with prizes awarded Mrs.
Hal Houston fcir high score, Mrs.
cosmic left for a shirt trip.
They will be at home on West W. G. Nash second high, and Mrs
------MaStreet, Murray. •
P. W. Ordway, Ipw. Mrs. M. G.
- Forster was presented a gift from
'• • • • •.•
hostess
: Mrs. Mal Houston wasmembers
the bostess, 'and the honoree re
Yt.Werrjr--afternoorr to
egived a lovely shower of gifts:
Included in the hospitality were of the Wednesday bridge club and
Mrs. John .D. Rather, Mrs. Hal the following guests: Miss Ruth
Houston, Mrs. M. G. Forster, Mrs. Richmond and Mrs. George M.
Baker.
•
.„
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop and P. W. Ordway, Mrs. T. H. Stokes.
Prizes for high and second - high
Miss Clara Waldrop were hosts at Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Mrs. W. G. scores were awarded Mrs. Joins
, dinner at- their name last Friday Nash, Mrs.. Frank Therrell of Paris, D. Rather and Mrs.. Will H. Whitevening in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. A. H. Kopperud, Mrs. Roy nell respectively.
Stewart, Mrs. W. G. Swann, Mrs.
Mark Bilis of Columbia, )4o.
The hostess served a salad plate
Hutson, Mrs. Charles
' Covers were laid for Mr. aryj Woodfin
at the conclusion of the game.
Mrs. Bills. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fox, Wilder, and Mrs. T. II. Keenan of
• • • • •
Mr. - and-sfdrs.---Watter Bladdruns, Pieria.. • •
-Dallas Miller and the 'hosts.
--tdesssfistker-was-again shastess•
Monday afternoon when she had
guests for bridge at her home.
Josephine Crawford enterMrs, Marvin Whitriel received the
prize for 'high score. Mrs. Thos. tained with a picnic at Bob Noble
and
Mrs.
Banks second high
Park, Paducah, in. honor of her
'I-Jingles Walls the cut prize.
birthday on Jrin-e-filk
A delightful salad plate was
Those attending were Miss Eveita asiglicisildren :served at the conclusion of the lyn Lockhart, Miss Margaret Key,
- The children and
'Key and game to Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Miss ()dine Swann, -Conrad Jones,
except -one scarswife and baby and mit grandson, Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. E. V. Bobbie Grogan, Hilton. Williams,
• Frrils R. Cochran/iff New York, Neiswanger. Mrs. K. C. Frazee. Donald Crawford and Josephine
met at the home'of John Key In Mrs. -Marvin Whitnel. Mrs. L. W. Crawford.
• •• • • •
celebrate his /sixty-ninth birthday Lennox,- Mrs. ,Pogue Outland. Mrs.
Sunday, June 15. -This is an an- A. Cairlari. 'WS.- Clifford Melunual event plannedby his children. in, Mrs. J. B. Wilson. Mrs. CarCharles- Hirt,
ay .wass the-. _recipient-sof
Mrs. M. G. Carman,- Mrs. B.
asinj nice gifts.
e following persons were gres- Seherffius, Mrs Gingies Wallis,
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
nt for the fine meal served at the Mrs.'Courtney White of Paris. Mts. had guests for bridge at her home
Mrs
H.
I.
Burgess
Parker.
Jr
'noon hour:
Tuesday afternoon in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Smother- Sledd. Mrs. Thonias Banks and Mrs. John W. Frost of Louisville
man sand son Max. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. E. B. Howton
who is the guest of her parents.
Burie Cochrum and sons, Bob
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
and Jim. Mr.'and Mrs. Dick
The game was played at three
Waters and Son. Robert. Mr. and
tables and Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr..
McReynolds
and
Mrs. 'Novel
received the high score prize. Mrs.
daughters, Sue and Luc. Mr. and
Gus Randolph of Mayfield visitor's
and
children.
Mrs. Joe Rowlett
high. and Mrs. Frost was presented
Charles, Frances. Anna, Bettie, and
a gift.
Miss Odine Swann and Celia
s Wilson
Gayle. Mr. and Mrs Burie.
A salad plate was served at the
and sons. Frank. Joe and J. jit:. Miller complimented Miss Tennie conclusion of the game to 'Mrs.
elect,
of•
Rogers.
a
bride
Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marine end
Frost, and ...Mrs. Gus Randolph.
children. Dun. Dorothy and John Lynn Grove. with a shower at the Mrs, Kenneth Wells and Mrs. RobII
Swarm
June
home
Miss
on
of
Ed. Robert Key. Ed Rodgers. Rayert Legge of Mayfield. Mrs. P. Ws
mond Bailey. Mr, and Mrs. Clifton from four to five o'clOsik.
Ordway. Mrs. 'Hal Houston. Mrs".
Jones of Paducah. and Lee Waters. 'Miss Rogers was dressed in a t S. -Diuguid Jr., Mrs. Joe T.
trousseau frock of brown striped Lovett, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield
linen with white braided felt and Jr.. Mrs. T. H. Stokes. litra.-,
*
wore a corsage of American beauty Yancey and Mrs. H. I
Sledd.
rosebuds. ,
• • • ••
Miss Swann presided at the register and the guests were invited
Mrs. tlifford Melugin was hostess into the living rocan by Mrs. Bun
last Friday afternoon. to mem- Swann. After adviceto the bride
bers of her bridge club and the elect: they were asked into the
The Sunshine Friend bridge club
following gueiti: Mrs. Frank At- dining room where dainty refreshmet Friday evening at Collegiate
bert Stubblefield. Mrs Nat Ryan, ments were served.
The table was draped with a Inn. Prizes were awarded Mrs.
Mrs. W. G. Swann and Miss Jane
Melugin. • Mich sunire prize was hand made Irish tace linen cloth Will H. Whitnell for high score
awarded Mrs 'Frank Albert Stub- and held as the centerpiece a cut Mrs. Everett Ward Outland for
blefield. and second high to Miss glass punch bowl which. was.. pre- second high, and gifts were exsided -over by Miss Dulcie Mac changed among the visitors.
Melugin.
A party plate was,, served to
'• The hostess served a dainty party Swann. A bowl of • pink sweet
the Peas were at each end of the table members and one guest, Mrs.
Piste at the. conclusion
.
and ptnk and white cookies and Thomas Banks.
••• s•
mints were served.
Miss Celia Miner then Iffteared
wearing a raincoat` With au umbrella filled with gifts and announced that a shower' had fallen.
,
• Those attending and sending gifts
The
Penny
Homemakers'
Club
Mu. JoeMiller entertained with were Misses Rubble Nell Myers,
Monday. June 9, at the home
dinnersitkinday, 'Zinc IS, honor- Ruth Scherffius. Marion Murdock. met
of Mrs. Noah McDaniel. The meeting tier brother,. Brown" Dyer of Kathryne Wilkins, Reba Sims. WITing was in charge of Mrs. Walter
Metropolis, Ill.
lie Kelso, Josephine Crawford. Dent. vice-president. Nine memCovers *ere laid for Mr. and Emma.;Douglass, Loretta Jones,
bers and one visitor, Mrs. John
Mrs. Wilbttr Dyer and children. Barbara
Nell
Harris. , Maxine Hamilton, Wale *resent.
Mr. arni-litri. • Burley Scott and Crouch, Evelyn Lockhart, RObbie
The following new officers were
children. and Tommie Hale.
Erwin,' Mesdames Opal R. Hale, elected;_
Mr. Dyer- plans. to spend, the Fay Harris, Sylvia Miller, Mary.
Mrs. Jesse Washburn, president;
summer with relatives here and re- Miller. Bun Swann and Misses
Mrs. Paul Futrell. program directurn to- Metropolis this "fall to re. °dine , Svsann._
and
,Miller
c..nlia
tors 14sa...a M. Coleman_ assistant_
Thisir
ne
-s IITTlirlf001=work— -Swann.
•
foods leader; Mrssi.Noah McDaniel,
• • •- • •
crafts leader:- Mrs. Garsia Gatlin,
clothing_ leader; Mrs. Bobbie Lassiter, landscape gardening leader.
All other officers were retained.
All rood project lessons for the
The • Cherry garner Woman's past year were reviewed by Mrs.
lafiiiiiniary Society met on Tues- Preston Boyd and Mrs. Paul 'Fuday of last week for its regular trell. The landscape gardening lesA teaspoon of baking. powder add- meeting. One new member, Mrs. son was given by Mrs. Donnye
ed to potatoes while they are being
Caine Russell, was enrolled. The Waldrop.
mashed will make them light and program follows:
_
Plans were completed for a comfluffy.
Song. "Jesus Saves": prayer, Mrs. munity fish fry en the evening of
• • •
July
14th.
Zora. sklendon, devotional, Mrs.
When serving g steak smothered Sallie Johnson; prayer, Mrs. Ora
Delightful
refreshments
were
. In onions, sauceze the juice of a frouston: song. "How Firm a served by the htietss and her aslemon over it bcaire serving and you Foundation"; "Light and Dtritness," sistInts.
will find the flavor malty improved. Mrs. Mae Outland: "Early Light in
Europe". Mrs. Ora Houston: "A
'Batter prepared `tor fritter.' will. lipog Night." Mrs. Lourelle Forkeep for several days if poured into rest; song. "There Is Power in- The
A seven pound girl was born to
- a glass jar, sealed and kant in it- Blood"; "Lights Through 'The
•trigerator. Chilling maket a lighter Night", Attie Stubblefield: "Niliet Mr. and Mrs. Carlps Eldridge,
Again," Mrs. 'Callie Russell; ree d Rene 3, Murray, on June 15.
the LIM"- Neda Alexander; Bible
•2 a • '
Mr, andsMrs. Alston Wilkersdn
study, Nedra Alexander': "WatchH you svIll fold your tableeloths man of The. Night," Mrs,.. Sallie are parents of ke-5,4 pound daughlengthWite as you iron them, and Johnson: Prayer, Mrs. Maggie Rus- ter, Saran Jane, born June 14.
Hr. and Mrs. A. C. Noe announce
. rather than in inavia,_ you sell; song "Send-the Light"; read- the birth oz
Pound
_will have ra smooth seethe) in tha ing of the minutes and roll call, daughter, Sarah Will, boraIt
JUlle 12.
s _center that gni heirs you th sclUng Mn, 'Mary Margaret& Outland;
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
arransinr
.nediction and Lord's prayer, Sam Goodman on June 17. He
an suractlre Sable and in
your Mbla deenrations. '
.
Nedra Alexander. .
weighed 7 patinds and 111
/
2 ounces.

Mrs. George Baker
Entertains At Parties

Mrs. Houston Is
Club floatess

.

Given Vsitors-Are
i
Dinner Party. -

_
Crawford
Entertains Group N,
mt..

Mr.-John Key Is
olionored on His
Saty-ninth Birthday

Mrs-. Stubblefield
Compliments.
41isitor
F.

---,
.
Miss* Tennie Rogers
Complimented With
Shower

:club Meets, With
Melugin

Club Meets at
Collegiate Inn

a

•, .
•---

Penny Homemakers
Club Meets

Mrs. Miller HonOrs
Brother- With Dinner
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CherryqCorner WM
My Neighbor 'folds
Meeting
'
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'Patriotic Emblems Miss Rowland Named
Chairman of County
Nutrition Committee

Flower-Edged Hats, Parasols,
Latest Wedding Innovations

Miss Bobbie Azeen Rogers is
Miss Rachel Rowland, home
visiting her 'sister. Mrs. Violet Keldemonstration agent, 'was elected
ley,
Lexington
week,
By CHERIE 1.)11CHOLAS
chairman of the County Nutrition
Miss An
t.hisw
Yarbu
k,
of
Committee at a meeting ,w
Paducah, is spending this week as
eluded members of diffe-•
a guest of Miss Marjorie Crass.
and organizations Wednes-Jine aft
Mrs. Gordon Fields and son, Wilnoon at 1:30 o'clock in the,Ern?
Little
Rock, Ark., and Mrs.
son, of
Mi,ssIaine Ahart,
1419.
Geo. WIlsons and 'childnen,'"or SAn
aera supervisor of sewing pr.,-Bernardino. Calif., are spending
jects, was named secretary.
their vacation with the former's
Miss Rowland Said that the ?Sunparents. Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Wilson,
Sy nutrition eta-fflittee is a part „
at the Beale Hotel. of the state committee. All cowl
,
"
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bomar and the
ties in the state are organizing simformer's sister. Miss Charlotte, of
ilar confmItteess- MISS ' litowlaact
Elkhart,lath. arrived_StuulaY mantis
Said.
iag to visit their auilt,' Mrs. Joe
The_group _entered info an oriel Ss
-Raker, and- family -for a week.
discussion - ass 'the necassitt
-Mrs and -Mrs. Hugh Ginglet and
better nutrition throughout the
daughter,. Billie, Mrs. M. T. Mor_l_ounlYs • Plana s. were made for _
ris, and Mrs. W. P. rissimey spent
Various interested organizations'
-last Sunday at Mammoth Cave.
assist in carrying out the nutri"...Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Weither, of
tion program. ..
Washington, D. C., are visiting their
Any person or organization inpaZents. Or and Mrs. J. V. Starke,
terested in carrying out the pro- of kirksey. and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Wrather, id South Pleasant Grove..
gram, should get irs..tsuch with
any member of this eornrnittee.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Pearson and
Patriotic emblems are playing an
Those attending
the meeting
son,..Rugh, of 'Jacksonville, yla., endless source of inspiration for deeand
'Paul B. Will's, of Atlanta, Drative motifs in costume design. and the organization they represented lire-ea follows:
came in Friday to-visit their mothFlocs, starts, eagles, nautical insig- s Mrs:- A:- D. - Butterowfatr, P-TA;
per, Mit. H. P: Wear.
'
•
Those visiting in the home of Mr. nia seen in bright embroidery or in Mrs. Mildred Dunn, county c
and Mrs. E. Easley on Father's Day glittering colorfuli/ewels. They lend ing-sinc,nt; Mrs: Foremaril.ar
were: Mr. and Mrs. Cartez Dennis enchantment to new fashions in end. Woman's club; Miss Mariiin
and daughter, Martha, Mrs. Claude less ways. Here you see a stun- chitin 4-11 club; Miss Elaine Ahart,
supervisor Of +Purina piuject;
Vi4dtW-Afe -and-Mrss-An-T-r-Baaleff-ning-white-rayon anhatsturban
a nd children, Bernicç, Robbie, mulching scarf. This twosome is Miss Rachel 'lloWrisin3S home demFrances, and James, and Mn, and inexp'ensive, and at the same time onstration agent; Ray Brownfield,
Lion's club: 5 0. Scallions, TVA;
Mrs. Jewell HarpOIe.
,
is good looking and decidectly prac- Everett Jdoes, Murray Scout troop;
Miss Nancy ,W.hitnel Is visiting tical.
Dr. J. As Outland, county health
her sister, Mrs. Jack _Nagle, sin
, Thoroughly-American In color and department; Leslie... rogue, NYA;
Evansville.
• d'
pieces
give
decorative
J. T. Cochran, connty. agent
,Mr._ and Mrs. G. Lawrence Ja- design, these
cobs, of Paducah, were week-end wardrobes that ritosAmerica looki
guests id''"!thai home of Mr. -and
WI's. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Bills, of Co- rum' at Midway for the past six
ndsts., me_ ,,,,,ern.riests fast week. weeks, will return to .her
Sunday.
Of her, sister. ars: 41..H. Fox, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlit _Kelley and
Mr. Fox. Mr. Bills is voice instrucbar at thst- University,of Missouri, children. and Mr. and- Mrs. Bolin
Reprodu.ctiort _if a ctellection ot
tus Ward- and miss_ orace itelley -and thddren a ibitCat Rouen
na. Walag.
o e are spending tbM sy
-eAlh tfie
color and oil paintings are on exlaaac Henson Harris ,received his hibit in the Murray State art deinusr
;
Sm
comopa
kynied
Moutn
otam
.free
ths
eb
ciorW
oarT
eenan
-.degree of'Master of Arts in Chem- partment this week.
by Janice Clopton and Miss Sallie istry at the Vanderbilt University
According to Mil. Mary Ed Mt ROSPECTIVE brides and bride- tion petals fashion them, with wide s
le
rsvewho_
,..trevisiting, Mrs. John. .on June .11. Mr. Harris received his coy Hall, head of the are depailGinigai
grooms Usually plan the floral brims of flattering tulle. A Mary:ilS. from Murray State College.
'ment, this is one of the most IT,Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars and
color schemes for therosedding party Queen-of-Scots bonnet mi,ght have
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Haig, Nags
teresting 'art displays to be shown
together, since the groom is respon- the heart-shaped brim outlined with Lydia Kyger and Virgil Robertson dangfitel--1-11Tei, shisjaWd in Murray at the college this
summer.
sible for the ..bouquets carried by _tiny sweetheart roses. •
were weekaenclikwests,of__Mia# Ky. Tuesday.
Record crowds attended the ex-Mrs,-- ffo
rnson -Stubblefield.. Sr.,
-'a.
Chattanooga.
asTer's
parents
in
the bride and her attendants.
Viands, rather than briti*
'
hibit of Mi. Iran M-gla"ii originals
Mrs. Bruce Tucker and her moth- .Mrs. _Katherine' Kirk, Miss Mary which toured the nation last year.
Fashions in fresh flower arrange- Whita blossoms, are another ndle
Mens. Shipley and Mrs. Homer Willof
Williams,
er,
Mrs.
Charles
Painted
Mr. Van Gogh, like many other
ments promise brides of summer not* In bridal flowers.
spent several days last week iams spent Tuesday in Paducah. artists, did not receive fame un1941 the utmost in beauty. White iris daTsIii,' cornifowers, blue iris or
phis..
Mrs.-E. A. Tucker.
ScspotetntJortle
hn til after his
with
Ed
Mr
,
a
nd
a
nd
B
t
rs
s
.
t
G
se
.
death. Much of his
combined with white galdloil in a bright pink carnations make enMr. and Mrs. Carnie Hendon and.
oirtt
work is suggestive of the !modern
bridal bouquet tied With lace will be chanting garlands for the attend- son. Gene, will spend this week-end week-end -irf•Lxington
and Other
e
in
paintuag:
technique
a. favorite far the early Jammer
--in-,Lasciaarilia_sisheine. shirssiltendans-painta4o-leenuol-ifientuok-,
wedding and orchids, lilies, roses,
brido. Who wears her going- wills•alland a 'convention' ce Post .. Mrs. George Gatlin is spending buth•I ey are very
stock sod sweet peas in modern or away frock for the ceremony may office clerks. '
.
several, days.with relatives in PTIS.
ts.
old-fashioned bouquets will be in de- prefer a carsage to a hand bouquet.
Mrs. H. C. Curry and daughter: . Mist Sue Parker, daughter' of v
from
Sunday
night
Anne,
returned
for
mand
bridal parties thropghout Orchids, gardenias and sweetpeas in
Mr. and 'Mrs. Ruben Parker of
.-Aji,. is a guest' in the
visited Ringiold
the summer.
modern scroll arrangement give a Selma. Ala., where they had
past three weeks',
home of her uncle and aunt, 4h1r.
Whether a wedding emulates one luxurious note to an otherwise sim- relatives the
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart and
of the periods of past history or ple costume. Tailored corsages, Lochie Fay Hart left Tuesday for and Mrs. Hall Hood.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Goodman
anticipates next year's styles, there tied with bows of green leaves, are Louisville to'attend the bankers
are the parents of a son -who was
are enchanting headdresses and still another innovation for the in.
born:Tuesday night at the Mason
Miss Imo_gene_Linn,sRoute
Swann spent t
convention.ldred
Miss Mihp
Inaspi .
Hazel, is the *inner of this widen-.
woek of June 1-7 with her parents,
Weis Notih Gilbert, 'Sr.. has re- recipe contest for her recipe
for
Mrs and Mrs, Bun Swann of Lynn turned to Knoxville after a visit
Banana Loaf Cake.
Grave. She-has-been studying for
-ss.--With relatives In.Murray.
This coupon entitled - Miss
.st' year at, the University or
the
Phil Chin is spending the
Imogene .Linn „to., two free
LoWsiatiftv."Stie retitineir to study sruner In Frankfort where he is
Fashion is indeed a melting pot
theatre passes to we "Power
for the next Mire Wives' at Grand e_ PioYed by • the highway- departfor style inspiration.
Dive" Thursday or Friday at
of ment,
Isle, the Marine laboratory , The Greek influence is very imthb
Varsity Theatre when prereMi
'last
Maurice
Ryanspent
..11111..
just
ssSwann
Misses Marguerite Gatten. R: N., issu.
portant in evening-fashions, arid'
sented sat. the, box office.
felloirhas
a
she
notice
that
ceived
week_with
Mr.
Ryan
nthp
is
paMiss Vera Fisher, instructress
Miss Linds recipe:
the wide-brim Gaucho hats are a
studies' In tient at Hagelwood Sanitarium in
of Mason Memorial' Hospital School 'ship to Continue hercontribution from Mexico.
zoology for the ceiling school year Lonisville. Mr. Ryan returned to
Banana Loaf Cake
of
Nursing,
left
.Wednesday
mornThe present riot Of brains/it - ing for Nashville to attend Van- of 1041-42 at the same school.
rvjy...avith her to'sprint:a. fewt 1 1-2 cup flour
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MOTOR COMPANY
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SERVICE STATION NUMBER 2
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. 1412

0011-Ma
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STUDEBAKER_ 1.

ran.rl•Mr.r1111Ir
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•

Modern facts

ho 30 fiats
per gallon! -

c3
-SUPPLIES
•
— BUILDIN.G it-FARM
HARDWARE
•

•
•

STUliEBAKER
_SALES & SERVICE
103 EAST MAIN

61 years of use
speak for

• PLUMBING

A.11. Beale & Son

PHONE 40

Est. 1897

-rr-•=

LU have promised yourself that tiOrne dajyou

were

about it...

Now Is the Time

Office Of The Dean
'And DirectOr
LEXINGTON, KY.
June HI, 1941

arrange

to-

----

J

ei)

•

nance the buying- of additional cows through
111

various local banks.

. I wale glad'to receive the recent
issue pf The Ledger & Times. and
have looked it over with much
interest, It is evident that you
are giving much support to the
various enterprises that tend to
build up county, city and --state.
I was especially interested in
the very extensive use you made
of agricultural material. all of
which "has a. splendid local application. and should be of much use.
Among other items I was pleased
to notice, the comment on the recent rains and breaking of the
drought.,
With best wishes,
Very truly yours.
Thomas Cooper
Dean and Director
C:WG
'

J.!

NO T_IC'E-1
The loam can be repaid'by oppbini a portion
of eachdheek on-tbe
until-tha--otli-

Chiloway
I wish to express my deep and

'To the Voters of

Amu

• gatign is paid in full.
•

410••••••••••=••••••=•. •••••

sincere appreciation for t
nume-.
rous solicitations that I en r the
race for Calloway County's Representative in the State Legislature.
and for the many kind pledges of
support in the event I became a
candidate.

•.„

Due to the fact.. hewever, that
my age renders me subject to the
National Selective Service Act and
that I have not as yet been classified. I feel it incumbent. upon me
to remain free to accept my countryl call to duty in the event suah
a call were made upon me. Then,
too, since my consideration to become a candidate for this office was
actuated by the sole desire to render • service to Calloway County
and her institutions., I feel, after
due consideration, that thist,service
might be biller facilitated if commenced at the beginning, rather
than the. middle, of a state administration.

••••••••••••••.••••=11..m....m...

DEFEND AMERICA BY DEFENDING YOUR HEALTH!
4 .
,
..1•••••••=wooCe
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MURRAY MILK PROMIC

•

TELEPHONE 191

. I

•

'1

011 BEE

'LARGE
24-OUNCE
BOTTLE.

(LATONIA CLUB-)

PEAS fan
miu

C.

PhYt nottle- T)Pro•it

29c
15`

fted2 No.
y
Cl:ib
2
cans

Pitt or carnation
kit or 4 small cans

5

10 pounds

2

Avondale
Brand

No. 2 cops
23c

COUNTRY
CLUB

3 tall or
6 small cans

21°1- e

PFACKS

eC
Club
I

Large
15c *

t1Csre

BREAD

Miss Lou Whole
GREEN BEANS

ICED TEA ½"25e
BAKING POWDER tr
Cliftimi _ S rolls
(neece,-17rOlis 25")

2 No. 2 cans

Calk

2c
5
25`
10
`

W-

(The Breakfast,oLlahampions)
,

-... •

Penn Red 100% Plasusaylwania

eige

MOTOR OIL 2 xi'

J

Le,74 than Hi. it.

Brandywine Sliced,-2-oz. can
MUSHROOMS
Buttons, 4-oz. can

v,
s -

20-oz.
Loaf

MACKEREL
WHEAT1ES_

LUX SOAP, 3 bars
LUX FLAKES, small 10c, large- NC

Wax Rite
Self Polishing
FLOOR POLISH
Pint can

c
23

bossy Brand
jar
SALAD DRESSING"Qua"

.Lbaso

TOILET
TISSUE

-

2 Nc
o.
a•2
n5'•

Enriched with Vitamin B1
Twisted and. Sliced

Wesco Special Mead

Calumet

All
BranG
i
dd

10

SOAP

23c

' " •••";

_

( Tax included)

Sweetheart
4 bars

Cut from branded beef
Government inspected

19c

33.

Pound

Fine for braising or boiling
Pound

.121/2° Pound

ROAST °r STEAK lic

Dear Mr. Nall:

2/YU

25-pound
cloth bag

VEAL

Mr."-E. M. Nall
The Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky.

cooly

;Le SUGAR

Rmiad or
Sirloin

College Of Agriculture
And
Agricultural Experiment Station

/BE SURE TO BREED YOUR MILK COWS TO THE BEST PRODUCTION BRED JERSEY BULL IN YOUR COMMUNITY. IF YOUR SECTION NEEDS A
JERSEY BULL, WE WILL GLADLY ASSIST
IN LOCATING AND FINANCING THESE BULLS AN Y PLACE IN
OUR MILK SHED AREA.

LJA.RANTEED----VOOPS

BEEF STEAK
SHORT RIBS OF BEEF

UNIVERSITY OF 'KENTUCKY

'• 1

in most cases

Williein II.,.May, commissioner
of agi
-Tculture, in an interview
with a representative Of this
paper Monday issued the fol
lowing statement: —
"Having followed your paper
for the past few weeks particu.. uarly le wish to congratulate you
---. on the comprehensive manner
in which you' are meeting the
problems of your county. It Is
evident that you are, cognizant
of the local, state and national
need for constructive effort and
cooperation in the crisis at
hand. Calloway stands in a way
at a 'cross roads'. .Your main
1crop, which has been tdbacco
Lean se longer be considered as
sufficient. You are, however,
particularly Well adapted to a
diversified farm program including dairying and will from
all indications not only replace
the curtailed tobacco revenues
but Will add' even a greater
wealth in rural" income through
diversification.
"•---`1T--Tr Willifying To see Thi'''
pattern your paper is following. A pattern that could well
be followed by the rural press
of America. Calloway is indeed
fortunate in having the progressive cooperation your good
newspaper is affording."

A Letter to The
Editor

To -Build A Real Productive Jersey Herd

see us. We can

Nita-y
Praises Calloway's .
Diversification Plan

EDITOR'S NOIrE:
Thank you, Mr. May! We are
grateful. to you for your kind
-words.
We are not seeking
,-4 laurel wreaths /air ,,vitords of
praise lox. inst.-Mile_ our duty
but they are moat welcome none
theless. We bedlam the prosperity of our newspaper is very
closely aligned with the prosperity of rural Calloway Our
urban business is definitely cont.
_tangent upon the prosperity of
our rural neighbors.

-to do'Something

If you want to sell milk and milk more cows,

I

Comrru
-isioner

URDU!

Murray, Ky.

Thursday, Julie 19, 1941

1

Tintes aflunalkillak_
..}

Murray

WILL REMAIN OPEN NIGHTLY
UNTIL 1 1 O'CLOCK

BUY A ..

•

RECEIVES RECOGNITION

The following interview is significant Calloway has definitely
rallied to its own problems as well
as its nation's problems. Everywhere throughout the county is evidence of a progressive, cooperative
Spirit. Farm groups, civic. s
and commercial groups, familia/
and individuals are awakened
their duties and opportunities. Calloway is sure to "carry on" and
will "set a pattern" that can well
be followed by rural America!

ANNOUNCEMENT!

-

Eoc.--163,-IP-L.- is R.
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SHOPPING-

LARGE BOLOGNA
25,

Sliced laPound

B

Sliced or
by the piece

ACON

Freshly ground

HAMBURGER
Choice cuts
BiROAST
Assorted
LUNCHEON MEATS

B

2 lbs.

35c

'Sc

Pound

Creamed

COOKED
._ SALAMI

Lb.

10°25c

Pound

Swifts RADIO

BACON

Pound

Pound

COTTAGE
'CHEESE

By the piece
e
Pound

18c
23,

Hickory Smoked
ACON Whole or hpaolufnd
slab

25° B

6,

ANAS
, POUND
ORANGES
DOZEN

•I •I .CALIFORItUl.
VALENCIA

2(}()

TOMATOES
GREEN CORN
CANTELOUPES

-o

_

29°,

"le

PWND

OC

3 EARS

10c
EACH 1.0r
MATCHES box 3'
arStd 4 45., size

Wesco brand

_Finest brand

CRACKERS

2-1"ox

COCOANUT
M. M. COOKIES

• 13

Lb. 1gle
air

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

..a.

No. I can

1 Oc

•

-

..--4•••••4.4 '
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MILTON HENRY
44•••
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